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Calgary: Canada’s premier inland port 
BY MARK CARDWELL

When it comes to inland ports in
Western Canada, Calgary is in a
league of its own. 

Located 1,000 kilometres from
Vancouver and 1,500 kms from
Prince Rupert, Calgary is the premier
inland intermodal terminal for both
British Columbian sea ports. It is also
Canada’s primary hub for big-box re-
tail and consumer packaged goods
west of Toronto.

“Calgary’s big advantages are
proximity to regional markets and
competitive costs,” says Patti Dun-
lop, Business Development man-
ager, Transportation and Logistics for
Calgary Economic Development, a
non-profit group that works with
businesses and governments to bet-
ter position Calgary as a location of
choice for investment and trade.

According to Dunlop, Calgary has
the lowest cost of operations com-
pared to regional logistics hub com-
petitors like Regina, Spokane,
Vancouver and Seattle/Tacoma. It is
also the most competitive location in
Western Canada for all-in distribu-
tion costs.

“With containers, you’re going to
truck them inland because it’s too
costly to cross-dock and have facili-
ties in a place like Vancouver,” said
Dunlop.  “Sure, you can do last-mile
there. But it’s a lot cheaper to destuff
containers and shipments here in
Calgary. We are and have been for
some time the lowest cost location
across Western Canada to set up a
distribution centre.” In addition to
the lowest effective tax rates and
highest affordability and livability
rates among North America’s major
port cities – whether coastal or in-
land – Dunlop said Calgary also has
geography on its side. Calgary is at
the crossroads of several highways –
notably the Trans-Canada - that go
in all four cardinal directions.  Many
of those corridors have been re-
vamped of late.

Both of Canada’s two national
Class 1 railways also run lines into
the city and have built state-of-the-
art intermodal terminals there that
are connected to their respective
country- and continent-wide net-
works.

And Calgary’s airport recently un-
derwent a billion-dollar makeover
that enhanced the movement of
people and products.

“There is more and more activity
in the supply chain and logistics in-
dustry here,” Dunlop said during a
recent media trip designed to pro-
mote Calgary’s preeminence as the
leading transportation and logistics
hub in Western Canada.     “Things
are really starting to take off.”

Tony Bianco agrees. “Calgary is a
unique and robust market,” said
Bianco, Canadian National’s Director,
Intermodal sales (domestic).   

In 2013, CN moved its Calgary
operations from its decades-old serv-
ing yard in the Sarcee industrial area
in the city’s south-end to a $300-mil-
lion logistics park in the village of
Conrich, 3 kms east of Calgary’s
northeast corner.  

Equipped with four automated in-
gates and three out-gates that keep
in-terminal truck turnaround times to
under an hour, the 1,000-acre inter-
modal facility also features six mobile
cranes, 6,600 feet of working pad
tracking, a container yard for interna-
tional container storage, specialized

TONY BIANCO

Air Canada Cargo's
Rob Flood
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equipment for temperature-con-
trolled products, CN’s own trucking
fleet, and co-location facilities that
can be leased or purchased by retail-
ers wanting to move goods across
Canada or down to the Gulf of Mex-
ico on CN’s 19,600 route-miles of
track. In June, officials with CN and
future tenant Whirlpool Canada
broke ground on a nearly half-mil-
lion-square-foot regional distribution
warehouse that will provide major
suppliers to the Calgary market with
direct connection to CN’s rail net-
work and transportation services. Ac-
cording to Bianco, Calgary is the
perfect site for such a major inter-
modal facility because of its strategic
location between consumer-dense
Central Canada and the West Coast. 

“There are some imports which
come in from Asia, either through
Vancouver or Prince Rupert, and are
shipped to Central Canada through
Calgary. Some are unloaded and re-
worked, and then shipped out across
Alberta and the Prairies through our
network,” he said. 

Though Calgary is the newest of
CN’s 21 intermodal facilities across
North America, Bianco said it already
ranks among the top five in terms of

volume of goods handled. “Calgary
is a great inland port and market,"
Bianco said at a briefing in the admin-
istration building of the new inter-
modal terminal. “It is a tremendous
transportation hub and network for
Western Canada.”

For its part, Canadian Pacific Rail-
way – or CP – which founded Calgary
in 1875 and shaped the city’s devel-
opment for more than a century, has
moved its head office from down-
town Calgary to the massive Odgen
Yards campus in the city’s south-east
area. The 100-acre site, which is
home to CP’s Calgary Intermodal Fa-
cility, has 12,000 feet of working
track, 30,000 feet of staging track,
six top lifts and capacity for more
than 250,000 containers annually. On
a weekly basis, the facility services an
average of more than 3,500 trucks. 

“Calgary serves as the hub of our
entire network, which includes over
12,400 miles of track and 12,000 em-
ployees,” says Jeremy Berry, CP’s Di-
rector, Media Relations. “Calgary is
also a key intermodal hub for CP.
From the city, our main line travels
east, west, north and south with the
shortest routes to key locations includ-
ing Vancouver, Chicago and Toronto. 

It’s not only the railways that have
improved their services in Calgary.
Several sections of the Stoney and
Deerfoot Trails, which make up the
heart of Calgary’s 70-mile-long ring
road system, have recently been im-
proved and/or completed. The sys-
tem connects Alberta’s Highway 2,
which runs north to the provincial
capital of Edmonton, with Calgary’s
international airport in the city’s north
end and the TransCanada Highway in
the south.

In August, a $78-million section of
the road that features the first diver-
gent-diamond design interchange in
Canada opened to traffic. It was the
second of four interchanges to open
in Calgary this summer alone.

“Now is exactly the right time to
be building,” newly-reelected Cal-
gary Mayor Naheed Nenshi said in a
press release about the interchange
constructions, which cost the city
$255 million. “With the downturn in
the economy and accelerated fund-
ing for projects like this, we’re creat-
ing jobs, taking advantage of lower
prices, and building critical trans-
portation infrastructure that will re-
duce congestion on our roads.”

Those road improvements have
been synchronized with several major
development projects at Calgary In-
ternational Airport. In June 2014, for
example, the airport opened its
fourth and largest runway. The $600-
million, 14,000-foot-long concrete
strip is the longest of its kind in
Canada. The facility has spent an-
other $400 million since then on new
parking lots and cargo-dedicated
aprons. The latter are lined with
modern warehouses and low-rise of-
fice buildings that are leased to
transportation and logistics partners
like carriers, couriers and freight for-
warders.

New access roads were also built
beginning in 2014, to grant trucks
and vans immediate access to the
ring road. Users say the new roads
are a major improvement over the
airport’s old congested and confus-
ing service roads. “That direct access
is a huge time saver,” said James

James Craig, Operations
Manager, Western Canada,
DHL Express
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Craig, Western Canada operations
manager for global logistics giant
DHL Express. According to Craig, his
facility at the Calgary airport, which
serves as a gateway for import vol-
umes into the Alberta capital of Ed-
monton and the neighbouring
province of Saskatchewan, can now
unload and process more than 1,000
inbound and outbound items an
hour. 

DHL’s drivers also make between
2,000 and 3,000 shipments and pick-
ups a day. “Aircraft arrive right be-
hind our facility here and cargo is
unloaded and scanned and sorted
within minutes,” said Craig.  “Our
couriers are out within 15 to 20 min-
utes of a plane landing, and they’re
in downtown Calgary seven minutes
later. “That might not sound like a lot
to most people.  But it’s huge in our
business, it can take you to the next
level.”

Craig said the increased flow of
goods, which is aided by the fact the
Canadian Border Services Agency is
literally next door (in the event in-
spections are required), has led to an
expansion of DHL’s sales force. That
has enabled DHL, which is celebrat-
ing its 40th year in the Canadian
market in 2017, to increase its mar-
ket share in Calgary “by several
points,” said Craig, to 17 per cent.

Officials with Air Canada Cargo,
which is located right next door in a
new 10,000-square-foot facility on
Tarpon 9, say they have experienced
similar increases in efficiency and
volume handling thanks to airport
improvements. “Our old building
was smaller and much harder to get
to,” said Rob Flood, Cargo Products
Business Development manager for
Canada’s national airline.  “This new
building is much more convenient
and congruent to our activities.”

Though cargo represents only 5
per cent of Air Canada’s revenues,
Flood said that rate is growing
thanks to new routes, bigger aircraft
and modern facilities like Calgary’s.
However, unlike the days of $100-a-
barrel oil, when Calgary-based com-
panies built and exported oil pumps,

parts and drilling equipment around
the world, Flood said outbound
cargo from Calgary now consists
mostly of agriculture products from
Saskatchewan like canola, flax and
seeds, and live Alberta beef cattle
and horses bound for the world’s
meat markets.

Flood credited the new runway
for opening Calgary up to new lines
and lanes of distribution, such as di-
rect flights to Bogota, Dublin and
Bombay.  “It brings access and
awareness to markets,” he said.
“We see if we can accommodate re-
quests and capacity.”

The biggest change at Calgary’s
airport however is the new $2-billion
international terminal and connec-
tions corridor. Opened in Oct. 2016,
it includes 24 gates and five levels
spread over 2 million square feet,
enough to cover 32 football fields.  

In addition to original Canadian
artwork, geothermal heating and
cooling and space-age passenger
services like automated passport
controls in three dozen languages,
full-service self-baggage check-ins
and inter-terminal shuttles, the new
building also features North Amer-
ica’s first call-to-gate boarding sys-
tem that allows passengers to eat,
relax or shop in central waiting areas
that are only a five-minute walk from
their departure gate.

According to Bernie Humphries,
Vice-President, Operations with Cal-
gary Airport Authority, the expansion
reflects and dovetails with the
growth and emergence of Calgary as
a major hub for the movement of
goods and people across Canada
and around the world. “Despite the
recent downturn, the number of pas-
sengers we welcome continues to
grow each year,” said Humphries. He

UNCONGESTED SHORT-SEA-SHIPPING 
DEEPWATER YEAR-ROUND-FACILITY 
BULK UNLIMITED STEVEDORING 
INFRASTRUCTURE FLEXIBILITY BARGE 
ROLL-ON-ROLL-OFF EASTERN CANADA 
INTERMODAL BREAKBULK WAREHOUSING 
COMMUNITY COMPETITIVE BELLEDUNE
TRANS-SHIPMENT            INTERMODAL  

www.portofbelledune.ca
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said the Calgary airport handled some 15.7 million pas-
sengers in 2016, making it the fourth busiest in Canada
after Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal.

He said Calgary will likely soon surpass Montreal, like
it has already done in previous years, thanks to the open-
ing of three new European routes by WestJet, which is
headquartered at the Calgary airport and is Canada’s sec-
ond-largest carrier with 420 flights daily, many of which
pass through Calgary. The expansion of three interna-
tional routes by Air Canada - to San Francisco, London
and Beijing - and the advent of direct flights to Calgary
by new airlines like national flag carriers Aero Mexico and
Air China are also expected to shore up the city’s reputa-
tion as a world-class destination and North American
travel hub.

As for cargo and logistics, Calgary handles 75 per cent
of all air-borne cargo out of Alberta. That amounts to
nearly 140,000 metric tons of material, up nearly 2 per
cent since 2015. “We are providing the necessary facili-
ties and infrastructures,” said Humphries.  “But equally
important are the good relationships we have developed
with our clients and partners.”

Trucking companies are also seeing the benefits of

massive transportation infrastructure spending in the Cal-
gary area, together with a rebound in the region’s econ-
omy since 2015, when oil prices tanked.

“It hit all of Western Canada, but Calgary got it the
worst,” said Doug Romanuk, Vice-President, Western Re-
gion of Winnipeg-based Bison Transport, one of Canada’s
top truck carriers with a fleet of 4,000 trailers, 1,800 driv-
ers and 1,200 trucks that travel some 150 million miles a
year across North America.  

“The volume of goods coming inland through the port
of Vancouver really declined,” said Romanuk. “This is a
very service-intensive business, especially for the retail
space.  We go where demand is high, so we had to di-
versify and look for more growth in eastern Canada and
the northern United States.” He added, however, that
there has been renewed demand for full truckload and
logistic services, intermodal, LTL and warehousing and
distribution services to and from Calgary. “Calgary has
been through booms and busts before, that’s the nature
of the oil business, but it’s always been a great place to
do business, and to be in business,” said Romanuk. “Now
that the economy’s doing better, there’s a renewed sense
of optimism here.”

At Empire, we’re proud of our people’s hands-on experience and capabilities in providing our marine and 
industrial customers with cost effective solutions, best-in-class cargo handling practices and dependability. 
These, coupled with our extensive network of terminal facilities strategically situated on Canada’s East 
coast and US Gulf coast make Empire Stevedoring the smart choice 
when it comes to moving your precious cargo.

www.empirestevedoring.com

THE KNOW-HOW YOU WANT 

500 Place d’Armes, Suite 2800
Montreal, QC H2Y 2W2 (Canada)
Tel: (514) 288-2221   
Fax: (514) 288-1148 
achodos@empstev.com
goro@empstev.com

HALIFAX NS 
ST-JOHN NB
THUNDER BAY ON
TORONTO ON
QUEBEC QC

HOUSTON TX
NEW ORLEANS LA
BATON ROUGE LA
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Heavy haulers differ on whether Alberta bust is over
BY KEITH NORBURY

Has a recently reported uptick in the Alberta economy
resulted in more project cargo shipments across the
prairie province? It depends on the company doing the
hauling.

“Ultimately, we have seen an increase in the heavy
haul freight — and definitely in western Canada for sure,
over the past six months, eight months,” said Scott
Trousdale, Vice-President and Director of Business De-
velopment with Calgary-based Totran Transportation
Services Ltd. However, Kevin Hutchings, owner of Leduc-
based Ryash Transport Inc., said business has remained
slow. “There’s no projects,” Mr. Hutchings said.

Meanwhile, John E. Stevens, President and CEO of
Entrec Corporation, said that conventional oil and gas
activity has picked up relative to what it was in 2016 and
2015. “But it’s not returned to the activity levels we’ve
seen in 2014 and before that,” Mr. Stevens said. In addi-
tion, oil sands construction “is still a significant void com-
pared to what it was in the past.”

And at the Port of Vancouver, Doug Mills, senior ac-
count representative for bulk and breakbulk, said that
“project cargo volumes haven’t really been that strong
and to that end I guess ports in general haven’t been

moving a lot of overweight, oversized cargo.”

Analysts see improvement
According to news reports this summer, Alberta’s

economy has been recovering. In late July, for example,
a Bloomberg survey of economists predicted Alberta’s
gross domestic product would increase 2.9 per cent this
year. The survey also predicted growth for all the
provinces for the first time since 2011. “The Canadian
economy is firing on all cylinders,” the Calgary Herald
quoted Bank of Nova Scotia deputy chief economist
Brett House.

ATB Financial, an Alberta Crown corporation and fi-
nancial institution rooted in the Social Credit govern-
ment of the 1930s, forecasted in late August that
Alberta’s GDP growth would be 3.2 per cent this year
and a more modest 2.1 per cent in 2018. “Alberta’s
economy is recovering, but it is not returning to what it
looked like in 2014,” ATB’s chief economist Todd Hirsch
said in a news release accompanying that August eco-
nomic outlook. “Instead, the economy is evolving into
one that is more diversified, and more typical of other
Canadian provinces. It is a slow process and it may be a

Entrec Corporation hauled
several heavy transformers,

including this one, from
various sites in southern

Alberta to destinations in
Brooks and Langdon, Alberta,

a couple of years ago.
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few more years before we see a full
economic recovery.”

Statistics Canada revealed in late
September, though, that Canada’s
real GDP growth in July had flat-
tened, the first month that had hap-
pened since October 2016, the
Globe and Mail reported. In a re-
search note cited in that article,
Bank of Montreal chief economist
Doug Porter said it was a “rare mis-
step” for Canada’s economy this
year. Although he cautioned against
reading too much into a one-month
trend, he added, “it could also mark
a return to a more sustainable and
realistic growth rate for the econ-
omy, after a year of staggeringly
good news.”

Too much capacity in oil sands 
For some Alberta heavy haul

companies, the news has been
good. For others, it has been stag-
gering, although not in a good way.
The increase in Totran’s heavy haul
business has been mainly in the en-
ergy sector, Mr. Trousdale said. “To-
tran is very unique in that we kind of
hit all the energy industries,” he
said. That includes wind turbines
and power transformers, which have
experienced recent spikes in activity.
“But the main one that’s spiked
probably more in the past little bit
has definitely been the oil and gas,”
said Mr. Trousdale, who company
has about 80 power units, 500 trail-
ers, and 100 employees.

Mr. Stevens of Entrec said he has
noticed a similar improvement but
only in conventional oil and gas. The
publicly traded company’s second
quarter report released in June
noted that it had achieved high ac-
tivity levels in Canada, “from several
sectors,” including maintenance, re-
pair and operations — MRO — in
the oil sands. “Unfortunately, this
growth was offset by a significant
decline in oil sands construction ac-
tivity over the past year,” the report
said. As a result the company’s
Canadian revenue for the quarter
was “relatively flat,” rising to $22.7
million from $22.5 million in the
same period in 2016. On the plus

side, Entrec’s infrastructure and
power projects revenue has been in-
creasing this year. And its recent
moves into Manitoba and New-
foundland and Labrador is “strongly
positioning Entrec to capture more
power-related opportunities,” its Q2
report said. Overall revenues for En-
trec during the first six months of
2017 were $73.2 million compared
with $55.6 million in the same pe-
riod in 2016. Mr. Stevens said in
September that nothing had
changed with respect to the oil
sands. “There’s too much capacity
on the heavy haul to service the ex-
isting market,” he said. When the
oils sands were booming, two large
multinationals — ALE Roll-lift and
Sarens — began competing with ex-
isting players like Entrec, NCSG
Crane & Heavy Haul Services, Mam-
moet, and Premay Equipment, Mr.
Stevens pointed out. “Margins were
good and activity levels were high
and they’re both companies that op-
erate in that mobile market,” he
said. “Western Canada was a good
place to be, so they brought equip-
ment into this market.” Other sec-
tors haven’t filled that oil sands void.
Conventional oil has improved, but
to a “new normal,” Mr. Stevens said,
using a term he dislikes. Wind is
small player in western Canada. But
there a lot of yellow iron is moving
around the province for construction
projects, he said, admitting that
much of that is from companies sell-
ing their fleets.

Demand soars for used
equipment

Mr. Hutchings of Ryash Transport
said that hauling construction equip-
ment has lately been a major part of
his business — what’s left of it. “My
biggest amount of work right now is
coming out of Ritchie Bros. auc-
tions,” Mr. Hutchings said. “One
guy sells it, another guy buys it.”
Most of that equipment is relocated
to western Canada. 

About 18 months ago, his com-
pany auctioned off 29 pieces of
equipment, including trucks, trailers,
and boosters. He now has only a

JOHN E. STEVENS

TODD HIRSCH
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couple of trucks and trailers left, and only a few employ-
ees, down from about 12. “I’ve got no other choice,” Mr.
Hutchings said. “There’s no money. Not much sense to
leave it sit out in the grass and let it rust. So get rid of
it.” It’s something he sees other companies doing: A con-
tractor will buy about $3 million in used equipment at
auction, do a job, and then auction it off again. “I’ve
seen some of this equipment that I’ve hauled three and
four times out of Ritchie’s in the last three years,” Hutch-
ings said. He himself has vowed never to buy a new truck
again. He plans to stick with pre-emissions-control mod-
els that he says last much longer. It’s cheaper to buy and
sell than to rent “because you just about get every nickel
back that you paid for it,” he said. “You’re picking up a
million dollar dozer for $300,000,” he added. “So you
bring it out, you use it for six months, and you pretty well
get your $300,000 out of it again.”

At an unreserved auction in Edmonton in early Septem-
ber, Vancouver-headquartered Ritchie Bros. sold more
than 6,600 trucks and pieces of equipment for over C$75
million. Canadian buyers accounted for 89 per cent of the
purchases, with 57 per cent of bidders from Alberta, noted
a news release from the auctioneer. Among those items
was a Caterpillar D6T dozer that sold for $300,000.

Before the price of oil collapsed three years ago, Mr.
Hutchings’ company hauled about 150 loads into the
Athabasca oil sands. But, unlike Totran, he hasn’t both-
ered to pick any slack by hauling wind turbines. “That
stuff’s so damn cheap, it cost you money to haul it,” Mr.
Hutchings said. 

Fabricators turn to export markets
Even before the oil price crunch, Totran still did a lot

of domestic cargo moves from fabrication shops in Al-
berta. In fact, Mr. Trousdale has seen an increase in ex-
port business from those shops in western Canada in the
last six months. That includes equipment for oil and gas
compression, vessels, and fracking equipment to locales
such as Texas and North Dakota but also to elsewhere in
the world.

“We’ve hauled a lot more to the ports than we had
been,” Trousdale said. “I haven’t seen that in a long
time. That used to be a big part of our business five or
six years ago.”

During the construction boom in western Canada, the
fabrication shops concentrated on the domestic market,
he said. But with that slowing, those companies are turning
again to exports, which he speculates have also been en-
couraged by the weak Canadian dollar. In any case, he
said, “We have been seeing a spike of hauling stuff south.”

For B.C. projects, the biggest recent spikes for Totran
have been for wind turbine projects in the northern part
of the province and Okanagan, as well as on Vancouver
Island. For the Okanagan, those turbines arrived through
the port of Everett, Wash., as opposed to the Port of
Vancouver, B.C. “No, the port of Vancouver is not a good
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port for breakbulk for that size of stuff,” Trousdale said.

Nor is the port of Thunder Bay, he said. That’s not be-
cause of the ports themselves, which he called “great
ports, especially Thunder Bay.” The trouble is the road
routes are restricted, he said. “Out of Thunder Bay there
are really only two roads you can take heavy haul
through. If any of those get shut down, you’re stuck.
Coming out Vancouver — one road. If there’s anything
restrictive there, you’re not coming out of Vancouver,”
Mr. Trousdale said.

B.C. project corridor expected soon
Doug Mills at Port of Vancouver is hopeful that the

provincial government will soon open a long-promised
pre-approved project corridor for loads of up to 125
tonnes. “We just have a few little things to follow up
with,” said Mr. Mills, who is part of a project cargo work-
ing group that been collaborating with the provincial
government on the corridor. “Most of the work has been
completed. There are just small bureaucratic hitches that
we’re currently overcoming, and it’s just taking a little
longer because we had a change in government.”

The New Democratic Party took control of the B.C.
government this summer after 16 years of Liberal rule.
The Liberals had, in their 10-year B.C. on the Move trans-
portation plan, called for establishing to the corridors.
Mr. Mills doubted that the new NDP transportation min-
ister, Claire Trevena, has even been briefed on the pro-
posal. “But I anticipate that once the ducks are in a row,
this will be something they want to announce.”

Of late, the oil downturn has put a damper on major
project cargoes moving through the port anyway. The
last big pieces were for local use. They included a new
stacker reclaimer of about 100 tonnes for Westshore Ter-
minals’ coal facility in Delta. “However, it was mostly han-
dled off the ship and onto a barge,” Mr. Mills said. “So
it didn’t get introduced to the roadway at all. But it cer-
tainly showed that we could handle large pieces as far
as pulling them off a ship.”
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Proposed fabrication facility would boost fortunes for
Newfoundland port
BY KEITH NORBURY

A fabrication facility to build gravity-based structures
for offshore wind power proposed for the port of Corner
Brook, N.L., would “definitely increase activity at the
port,” the port’s business development manager, Nora
Fever, said in a recent interview. While she didn’t have
any details about the size and scale of the proposed fa-
cility, Ms. Fever said the port would have to expand its
infrastructure to accommodate it, which “definitely has
potential to create several hundred jobs for this area.”

St. John’s based Beothuk Energy has identified Corner
Brook as a feasible site for such a facility, which would
be built at Brake’s Cove, just east of the existing Corner
Brook dock, as part of a $1 billion initiative that also in-
cludes a demonstration wind farm project for St.
George’s Bay, according to recent local news reports.
Kirby Mercer, Beothuk’s CEO, told the local Rotary Club
this summer that the manufacturing facility would create
at least 600 jobs in the Corner Brook area alone, the

city’s Western Star newspaper reported at the time.

Ms. Fever confirmed that the proposed facility would
build “gravity-based structures” for offshore wind tur-
bines. Those structures would sit on the seabed to sup-
port the turbines in offshore wind farms in the waters
around Newfoundland. Handling these structures, and
the materials required to build them, would necessitate
expansion of the port. For example, it would require in-
filling of Brake’s Cove, which is to the east of the existing
dock. “We would use existing infrastructure to some de-
gree but most of the project activity would be at an ex-
panded area of the port,” Ms. Fever said. That existing
infrastructure includes a fixed-pedestal crane that the
port corporation obtained new in 2008. The 53-tonne ca-
pacity machine is a multi-use crane that handles contain-
ers and the occasional shipment of breakbulk or project
cargo. However, such project uses have been infrequent.
The most recent consisted of large pipes for penstocks
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at the Deer Lake power plant about 50 kilometres away.

The port also has a ro-ro ramp, 28,000 square metres
of container storage or laydown area, and a large indus-
trial building that can be leased. Corner Brook, with a
metropolitan population of about 32,000, is the largest
city in western Newfoundland. It is on a narrow, well-
sheltered fjord with 100 metres of water in the middle of
the bay and 10 metres at dockside, Ms. Fever said. The
berth extends 362 metres, long enough to accommo-
date the Queen Mary II when it visited. Open year-round,
with occasional ice-breaker services, the port is situated
at the end of Humber Arm, 35 kilometres inland from the
Gulf of St. Lawrence. 

Corner Brook Port Corporation has only four employ-
ees at present. However, Ms. Fever said that would likely
increase should the expansion project go ahead, al-
though she didn’t have details about that. “It would de-
pend on the setup of the project, who the partners are,
and those kind of things. It’s very early stages for this,”
Ms. Fever said.

Beothuk is part of a corporate partnership that in-
cludes Denmark’s Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners.

According to a posting on the latter’s website, Beothuk
will lead development of the 180-megawatt St. George’s
Bay project “until a power purchase agreement has been
obtained.” After that, Copenhagen Infrastructure Part-
ners will lead the project to its financial close “and
through the construction phase in cooperation with
Beothuk Energy.’

In mid August, the provincial government said it was
meeting with the project proponents “on a regular basis
to discuss the potential of its wind project for Newfound-
land and Labrador.” That was according to a prepared
statement, attributed to Siobhan Coady, the province’s
Natural Resources minister. “The project is in its early
stages and we continue to discuss,” the statement
added.

The mayors of Corner Brook and the nearby munici-
palities of Burgeo, Deer Lake, Stephenville, and Port aux
Basques have also met with the joint venture proponents
and port officials. The mayors issued a news release in
August saying “it is essential to work with the provincial
government to secure a power purchase agreement for
this project to ensure the province has first-player advan-
tage, as it is unlikely that a second fabrication facility will
be constructed in Atlantic Canada,” the Western Star re-
ported at the time.

Ms. Fever said the port is close to other potential off-
shore wind sites in Atlantic Canada, which she called “a
big plus.” She added that the province has a lot of ex-
pertise and experience in the offshore oil and gas indus-
try that she expects could be translated — “especially
when you’re talking about gravity-based structures” —
to the offshore wind sector. “And we’ve got several post
secondary institutions here in Corner Brook for training
and for specialized programming if necessary,” Ms. Fever
said. “So certainly that positions us very well for this proj-
ect.”

Glen Sullivan, co-owner of Atlantic Hydraulic and Ma-
chine Limited, attended a few information sessions on
Beothuk’s proposal in recent years, and told Canadian
Sailings that his company, which fabricates maritime
equipment, could perform maintenance and other sup-
port work at the windmill plant. He also expects the wind
facility would bring in workers from elsewhere in the
province and provide spinoff benefits for hotels, restau-
rants, and other businesses.

“We’re a very small community,” Mr. Sullivan said. “So
any new work that comes into this community would
have to benefit the community. There is nowhere (else)
to get any service or any suppliers or anything else.” He
remains optimistic that the wind project will go ahead,
although he noted that it has been planned for a few
years now. “So as time goes on, I’m not sure if it’s going
to happen or not,” Mr. Sullivan said.

OVER 70 YEARS
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Flooded Houston port recovers quickly
BY KEITH NORBURY

Any chance that Canadian ports
would pick up extra project cargo
business diverted from a flooded
Houston this summer were soon
dashed when the Texas port re-
opened quickly after Hurricane Har-
vey hit. Not that Canadian port
operators — being the nice Canucks
that they are — wished to benefit
from the disaster.

Tim Heney, CEO of Thunder Bay
Port Authority, said his port competes
with Houston “for a lot of cargo for
western Canada.” But he was hesitant
to play up the Thunder Bay alterna-
tive in the wake of Houston’s flooding
“because it’s bad form to prey on
their misfortune.” In any case, Thun-
der Bay didn’t see any spike in project

business diverted from Houston dur-
ing the brief time its port was shut
down.

Full operations resumed Sept. 6
The U.S. Coast Guard closed the

port of Houston on Aug. 25 at noon,
according to news reports. But its
Barbours Cut and Bayport container
terminals reopened Sept. 1, as did its
Turning Basin terminal for truck oper-
ations, the port’s website noted. Less
than a week later, on Sept. 6, Janiece
Longoria, who chairs the Port Author-
ity, said in a statement that “Port
Houston facilities are fully operational
and working normal business hours.”

A Sept. 15 blog post from Gilda
Ramirez, Senior Director of Small

Business and education outreach at
Port Houston, said, “The port did not
have much of any damage from the
flooding, and we will continue mov-
ing forward helping other companies
and organizations who were not so
fortunate.” The hurricane resulted in
the deaths of at least 88 Texans, the
Texas Tribune reported in mid Octo-
ber. It is estimated that repairing the
damage to homes, buildings, and in-
frastructure will require $60 billion in
federal assistance, the paper also re-
ported.

No impact on Vancouver
B.C.’s Port of Vancouver didn’t see

any diversions of cargo from Houston
either, said Doug Mills, Senior Ac-
count representative for bulk and
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The port of Houston
was back in full
operation by Sept. 6
following flooding
from hurricane
Harvey in late
August.
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breakbulk, noting that the flooding
had little impact on the Port of Hous-
ton itself. “Project cargoes have been
down anyway so we wouldn’t have
seen a large impact I don’t think,” Mr.
Mills said.

Year to date, through the end of
May 2017, Vancouver handled 6.51
million tonnes of breakbulk, a drop of
1.1 per cent compared with 6.58 mil-
lion tonnes handled through the first
five months of 2016, according to
Port of Vancouver statistics. For 2016,
overall breakbulk volumes at the port
were down one per cent to 16.2 mil-
lion tonnes compared with 2015’s
total of 16.5 million tonnes, down
from nearly 17 million tonnes in 2014.

Outbound breakbulk, which ac-
counted for about two-thirds of the
port’s breakbulk volume, actually in-
creased one per cent in 2016 com-
pared with the year before, to 10.3
million tonnes. The lion’s share of that
— 6.6 million tonnes in 2016 — rep-
resented log exports.

Vancouver’s inbound breakbulk
volumes, however, dropped five per
cent in 2016 to 5.95 million tonnes
from 6.27 million tonnes in 2015.
Most notably, inbound construction
materials were down to 498,392
tonnes in 2016 from 699,123 in 2015,
and 789,569 in 2014.

Totran’s operations affected
minimally

Calgary-based Totran Transporta-
tion Services Ltd., which has U.S. op-
erations out of the Houston suburb of
Conroy, was backhauling breakbulk
out of Houston after only about a
week of limbo, said Scott Trousdale,

Totran’s Vice-President and Director
of Business Development. “It was al-
most like who was going to open
first,” Mr. Trousdale said, also refer-
ring to other south Texas ports, such
as Brownsville and Corpus Christie.
“And it ended up pretty much mostly
all the ports were open.”

Houston’s George R. Brown Convention Center 
was preparing to welcome visitors to Breakbulk America 2017 

in mid October just it did in 2016.
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Modular hotel units provide new project business for
Thunder Bay
BY KEITH NORBURY

A modular hotel from Poland is among the recent
shipments of project cargo to arrive at the port of Thun-
der Bay this year. The hotel, consisting of about 156
modules, was still in the yard at Thunder Bay in late Sep-
tember when port CEO Tim Heney spoke with Canadian
Sailings. “It’s something we’ve been working on for
awhile — unusua l but not a complicated move,” Mr.
Heney said. “All the modules are basically the same in
size but it just kind of catches the imagination a little bit,
I think.”

The modules are from the Polcom Group, headquar-
tered in Topola, Poland, about 125 kilometres south of
the Baltic Sea port of Gdansk. Laurie Ritter, modular
cargo/international trade specialist with Polcom USA
LLC said working with the Port Authority “has been an
absolute pleasure.” She added that the logistics portion
of such a project “requires a relationship to be estab-
lished well in advance of arrival” and that pricing can af-
fect where a Polcom vessel arrives.

“Thunder Bay provides a cost-effective water-arrival
option to central and western Canada without compro-
mising security, inland resources and specialty needs,”
she said.

Other recent projects Thunder Bay has handled in-
clude Enercon wind turbines shipped from Emden, Ger-
many and destined for northern B.C., wood pellets from
Norway, and “the usual structural steel from Spain and
Luxembourg, headed for western Canada,” Mr. Heney
said.

Excavators coming soon
On the horizon are excavators arriving from Europe

destined for mines, most likely new gold mines being es-
tablished in northern Ontario near Fort Frances.

“Projects are interesting. They’re all different every
year,” Mr. Heney said. “The only repeat business we
have is really the structural steel and rail that we’ve had
over the last couple of years. And that can be, of course,
increased due to economic activity in the west. But we’re
seeing some return to wind turbines, which kind of goes
in cycles. The hotel is something new. But we’re out
there trying to promote it. So it seems to be getting a
bit more traction now.”

Other recent shipments include transformers from Eu-
rope for Manitoba power projects, a reactor for a potash
mine in Saskatchewan, and railway steel. “It started with a
new line in Alberta that they’re building,” Mr. Heney said.
“But now they’re starting to look at the refurbishment mar-
ket too, which is large. Rail is always wearing (out).”

The port is also beginning to receive inquiries about
scrap rail being shipped overseas. On the other hand,
Thunder Bay hasn’t handled as much project cargo des-
tined for the Alberta oil sands as it has in past years. “We
haven’t seen any big push for the oil sands lately,” Mr.
Heney said.

Road and rail both used
Cargo to and from the port can travel by road or rail.

Structural steel is often shipped by rail, but road can be
a competitive option, depending on the size and weight
of the load, he said.

Wind turbines can and have been shipped by rail, he
said. But if they need to move by truck for any distance,
the cost of transloading can make that too costly. “You
might as well just put it on the truck all the way,” Mr.
Heney said. 

To the end of August, general cargo volumes at the

Ship unloads hotel modules
destined for Calgary at the port of

Thunder Bay this September.
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port were down slightly for the year
— to 13,282 tonnes compared with
14,092 tonnes in the first eight
months of 2016. But Mr. Heney said
he expected that figure to rise once
the September numbers are calcu-
lated. 

Overall, the port handled consid-
erably more cargo to the end of Au-
gust — 4.8 million tonnes to 4.1

million — compared with 2016 fig-
ures. A more than doubling of
potash volumes — to 372,924
tonnes from 151,667 tonnes — ac-
counted for much of that increase.

In 2016, the 31,540 tonnes of
general cargo was the most the port
had handled since 2008 when
65,818 tonnes passed through. In
2002 and before, the port’s general

cargo tonnages routinely reached six
figures, peaking at 823,222 tonnes
in 1966. Overall annual tonnages
also often surpassed 20 million in
the 1970s and 1980s, mostly driven
by annual grain volumes of up to
17.6 million tonnes.

Terminals upgrades proposed
Looking toward the future, Thun-

der Bay is working on a terminal re-
configuration project that is
expected to cost $12-15 million over
the next few years. The next phase
is rail upgrades as well as a heated
storage building. “We’ve just had
preliminary work on planning and
some of the surveying work,” Mr.
Heney said. “But I think we’ll see
that kicked off next year in terms of
real spending.” To assist with the ex-
pansion, the port has put in a re-
quest to the federal government’s
new National Trade Corridors Fund.
The government has allocated $2
billion to the fund over the next 11
years for “strategic projects,” such
as ones that reduce bottlenecks and
address capacity issues. The size of
Thunder Bay’s project will depend
on how successful the port is in its
application, Mr. Heney said. “But
certainly some of it we’ll do on our
own.”

Liebherr EHM 320
mobile harbour
crane handles
project cargo.
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Atlantic Container Line celebrating 50 years 
on the high seas

Back in September 1967, a ship
sailed into the port of New York. As
stevedores looked out from the pier,
they observed a new ship with a de-
sign unlike anything they had ever
seen. This amazing vessel had con-
tainers stacked securely in protective
cells. Vehicles, machinery and trailers
had been driven on via a stern ramp
and parked securely in garages under
deck. With this hybrid setup, unload-
ing and loading Atlantic Span on her
maiden voyage would turn out to be
a breeze. Those assigned to handle
the actual cargo had a far easier task
compared with the long, arduous
workloads for conventional vessels.

Little did we know that this vessel
design would become the hallmark of
quality and innovation for liner ship-
ping for the next five decades. And in
the process, Atlantic Container Line
(ACL) would prove that size was not
the only determinant for success in
the competitive world of ocean trans-
portation.

This September marked ACL’s 50th
year of transportation service on the
ever turbulent seas of the North At-
lantic. Throughout the years, ACL ves-
sels have steamed over 25 million
miles and have carried more than 100
million tonnes of cargo between
North America and Europe. 

In an industry now dominated by
mega-carriers, ACL has thrived by
catering to clients seeking customized
service to destinations on both sides
of the Atlantic. 

ACL was launched in 1967 through
an agreement bringing together six
legendary shipping companies: Hol-
land-America Line, Cunard Line,
French Line, Swedish American Line,
Transatlantic AB and Wallenius Lines.
Expertise was onboard in such per-
sons as Olof Wallenius (the creator of
the roll-on/roll-off concept) and Pieter
van Houten, Managing Director of
Holland-America Line. With an organ-
ization in place on both sides of the
Atlantic, the group embarked on a

bold course into the new world of
containerization.

U.S.-based SeaLand Service was
the world’s first container carrier and
ACL became the second, and the first
European container carrier. While
SeaLand was ultimately absorbed by
another ocean carrier and ceased to
exist, ACL remains the oldest operat-
ing container carrier in the world.

Early container cranes at New
York’s Port Elizabeth terminal were
mobile and they ran the risk of top-
pling if they tried to lift heavy contain-
ers off the far side of a ship. So ACL
pioneered a solution to this dilemma.
Once a crane had unloaded the star-
board side of a ship, tugboats would
quickly spin her around so the crane
could safely unload the port side.
Eventually, permanently secured
cranes were introduced. These cranes
were capable of safely reaching across
a vessel’s entire beam.

When ACL’s G1 vessels began serv-
ice in 1967, the Company relied on a
standard system of tracking each con-
tainer with a small numbered metal
rectangle that would be stuck to a
giant magnetic board. Staffers would
physically move each rectangle from
one spot to another to indicate where
all equipment was at any given time.
Aware that the system was time-inten-
sive and prone to error, ACL got to

work to develop a better way. The
Company invested in what was then a
state-of-the-art computer system
called a Univac 418 II from Sperry
Rand Corp. Remote data communica-
tion devices, planted at various office
locations, would keep ACL managers
abreast of where their containers were
and when they would be going else-
where. By September 1968, ACLAIM,
the first computerized container con-
trol system in the deep-sea trans-
portation industry, became fully
operational.

Keeping track of inventory was not
productive if ocean carriers could not
be equally sophisticated in managing
both ocean and inland movement of
containers. For this task, ACL devel-
oped what it called the Route Code
System. Designed for repeat cus-
tomers whose weekly shipping pat-
terns seldom changed, each route
code would represent both the ocean
and inland movement of a shipment’s
journey. Such a system had become
necessary as the concept of door-to-
door “intermodal” transportation
(combining ocean, rail and truck
movements) became an industry stan-
dard. With the Route Code System in
place, ACL’s marketing, logistics and
accounting staff could tell from a sin-
gle code not only where a shipment
had been loaded and where it was
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going, but also how much to charge a customer based on
an agreed matrix of ocean and inland rates.

By late 1969, ACL’s fleet size was expanded by 150 per
cent through the addition of new and improved G2 vessels.
These six ships were all faster and larger than the original
four. The Company operated from what was then the
world’s largest marine container terminal (52.5 acres) at Port
Elizabeth, NJ in the New York harbour, with the capacity to
handle two combination roll-on/roll-off container ships si-
multaneously. 

Over the years, smart investments paid off handsomely.
Customers with high-end goods used ACL to ship every-
thing from automobiles and construction equipment to
vodka. A few special shipments were unforgettable.
“Tanya”, for instance, was likely the first elephant ever to
cross the Atlantic. At 2,400 pounds, she needed lots of ex-
ercise. Thanks to a personal attendant, Tanya took frequent
laps around the deck. And she wasn’t the only celebrity to
use ACL. The carrier also got the nod when John Travolta
and Mick Jagger moved their movie/concert tour trailers
overseas. Following suit was Arnold Schwarzenegger and
HRH Queen Elizabeth who transported their personal heli-
copters on ACL vessels.

Occasionally, ACL was given a chance to mix business
with patriotism. For example, in 1986, ACL’s Atlantic Com-
pass proudly delivered a Swedish-manufactured elevator
system for installation at the Statue of Liberty. In 1990, ACL
helped the Royal Navy during Operation Desert Shield in
the Middle East, when ACL’s G3 vessel, Atlantic Conveyor,
carried tanks, trucks and helicopters to the Persian Gulf for
eventual use in the Iraq campaign. An Argentine missile
sank the original Atlantic Conveyor, an ACL G2 vessel, dur-
ing the Falklands conflict, as she was delivering RAF Harrier
Jets, Chinook Helicopters and tanks to the war zone.

Operating on the unpredictable and dangerous ocean
comes with inherent responsibilities. On many occasions,
an ACL ship paused to help the crew of another vessel, in-
cluding a number of stranded yachts. In one case back in
1985, a mariner calling for help was none other than Virgin
Atlantic founder, Richard Branson. Having run into stormy
weather while attempting to set a new transatlantic speed
record with his ship, Challenger II, Branson relied on a pass-
ing ACL vessel to tank up with a much-needed 600 liters of
fuel.

Today, ACL vessels continue to divide cargo stowage
areas almost evenly between containers and roll-on/roll-off
cargo. ACL still takes part in many of the world’s most am-
bitious and extraordinary transportation projects. In one ex-
ample, ACL was selected to transport 99 steel beams,
some as long as 56 feet, from Luxembourg to New York
City to secure the 1,776-foot Freedom Tower on the site of
Ground Zero.

The company went public on the Oslo Stock Exchange
in 1994. However, in 2001 the Grimaldi Group recognized
the synergy potential of linking ACL’s North American busi-
ness with Grimaldi’s successful services in the Mediter-

ranean, West Africa and South America. Grimaldi became
the leading shareholder and eventually took the Company
private once again.

ACL is now Grimaldi’s North America Agent for services
between North America and West Africa and between
North America and the Mediterranean, and continues to
play a key role when valuable shipments require a special
level of care. The multimodal transport of RORO, cars and
containers continues to be enhanced by investments in
technology. ACL’s software network, ATLAS, operates
throughout the entire Grimaldi and ACL networks, to en-
sure efficiency and control of cargo operations and cus-
tomer service.

In 2008, ACL began to evaluate innovative new designs
for its next generation of ships, the Generation 4 vessels
(G4s). This innovative Danish design successfully solved the
problem of high ballast on CONRO vessels. Virtually all
CONRO vessels until then had stowed containers on deck
and lighter RORO cargo under deck. As a result, most of
the weight rides high on a standard CONRO vessel, requir-
ing a great deal of ballast for stability. ACL’s new design
puts all the RORO cargo amidships, and stows the contain-
ers in cells fore and aft of the RORO section. This results in
cargo replacing ballast and much more efficient use of ves-
sel space. After four years of planning, ACL chose a Shang-
hai-based shipbuilder to construct the new G4’s.

The G4 is the largest RORO/Containership (CONRO)
ever built. Its design increases capacity without significantly
changing the dimensions of the vessel. G4s are bigger,
greener and more efficient than their predecessors. Con-
tainer capacity is more than doubled at 3,807 TEUs, and
ships contain 28,900 square meters of RORO space and
space for 1300 vehicles. The RORO ramp enables simulta-
neous loading and discharge of oversized cargo. RORO
ramps are wider and shallower and decks are higher (up to
7.4 meters) with fewer columns, enabling much easier load-
ing and discharge of oversized cargo. Emissions per TEU
are reduced by 65 per cent. The fleet continues to employ
cell-guides on deck; a feature that will allow ACL to extend
its enviable record of never having lost a container over the
side during the last 30 years.

The first G4, Atlantic Star, joined the ACL fleet in the Fall
of 2015. The remaining four G4 vessels, Atlantic Sail, At-
lantic Sea, Atlantic Sky and Atlantic Sun were delivered
throughout 2016-2017. In a formal ceremony, Atlantic Sea
was christened by HRH Princess Anne in Liverpool at the
Cruise Liner Terminal. This was the first Royal ship christen-
ing in the Mersey since 1960.

The G4 vessels will dramatically improve ACL’s compet-
itiveness on the North Atlantic and expand its oversized
cargo service from North America to other parts of the
world. ACL deploys unique ships, goes to unique ports and
carries cargo that others cannot carry. Combined with
Grimaldi’s expanding service network, the G4 fleet will en-
able ACL to provide more diverse services as a container
and RORO operator for many years to come.
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Port of Prince Rupert celebrates completion of 
Phase Two Fairview Terminal expansion
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

2017 marks 10th anniversary of
Fairview

Shaun Stevenson, Vice-President,
Trade Development and Public Af-
fairs, Port of Prince Rupert, says that
with the August opening of Phase
Two of the Fairview Terminal, and the
final rail elements being completed
right now, which will introduce a rub-
ber tired gantry (RTG) operation,
Fairview will realize its full capacity of
1.35 million TEUs, up from 850,000.
Since its conversion from a breakbulk
facility in 2007, Fairview Container
Terminal has been recognized as one
of the fastest growing container ter-
minals in North America, and estab-

lished a reputation as one of the
fastest and most reliable trans-Pacific
trade gateways. “This will give us a
third track and allow us to run up to
five train departures a day.” The ex-
panded terminal now includes a sec-
ond vessel berth serviced by three
new Malacca-max cranes, allowing
20,000+ TEU vessels to access the
terminal. With an additional 6,000
feet of on-dock rail, and an 11 hectare
increase to the terminal footprint,
more speed and reliability will be
added to terminal services. Fairview
Terminal is now the second-largest
container terminal in Canada, with
Deltaport in Vancouver being the
largest. With the completed expan-

sion, the terminal can handle the
world’s largest container ships, and
the increased capacity will support im-
porters and exporters who favour
Fairview for its position as the most ef-
ficient and fastest route from Asia to
North American markets.

In 2015, the Fairview Terminal
changed terminal operators, with DP
World taking over from Maher Termi-
nals Holding Corporation of New Jer-
sey. “With DP World we have a great
partner with a global network that is a
great alignment for the Port as we
move forward, as we realize not only
this phase of expansion but future po-
tential expansion and ancillary serv-
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Container Reach Stacker, Lift Trucks, 
Trackmobile, Shunt Trucks, Mobile Platform, 

160t Hydraulic RO/RO Ramp
 and SOLAS Certified Scale.

Equipment:

Ability to Effectively Transload Various Cargoes 
including Lumber, Breakbulk, Steel, Rebar and 

various types of Over Dimensional Cargo.
Load Adjustments, Repackaging, Cargo Storage, 

and Container Drayage also available.

Services: Operating Hours:
7AM to 5PM, Mon - Fri 
Inbound car spotting 24/7, Mon - Fri

18 Acre Site = 9 Acres (Rail Head) + 9 Acres RO/RO
4 Loading Bays, Security Gates, Lighting & Fencing

Site / Security

B-Train, Container Chassies & Flatbed
Truck Type:

Bulkhead Flatcar, Centerbeam, Container
Covered or Uncovered Gondola and Flatcar

Car Type:

Operated by CT Terminals (a Coast Tsimshian Enterprises / Tidal Coast 
Terminals LP), the Ridley Island Transload Facility provides shippers with 
easy access to and from the Port of Prince Rupert and the Trans Canada 
Highway to the East. With a Secure Laydown Yard, Railyard and access 
to the only large scale Roll-on Roll-Off Ramp (RO/RO) in Northern BC, 
CT Terminals is strategically positioned to handle all types of Cargo. 

Why CT Terminals
Established in 1999 and headquartered in Vancouver BC, Tidal Transport 
(Tidal) is a diverse Marine Services Company specializing in providing 
first class and economic service to the shipping industry throughout the 
West Coast of North America. Tidal proudly serves more customers in 
the combined fields of Stevedoring, Terminal Operations & Onboard 
Supervision than any other Canadian Company in its segment.

About Tidal Transport

RIDLEY ISLAND TRANSLOAD FACILITY
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ices at the Port.” When asked if there was a possibility of
over-expansion for container terminals on the North Amer-
ican Westcoast, Stevenson replied, “There is terminal ca-
pacity up and down the Westcoast, but we’re seeing a lot
of capacity being rationalized as we see alliances shift and
consolidation happening within the steamship lines, so it’s
not so much a capacity game anymore, but rather what a
port is developing in terms of a competitive advantage as
a container gateway. From that point of view, we think we
have plenty of upside to continue to grow and expand, and
are working with CN Rail and DP World to scope out that
next phase of expansion.” 

Container capacity increases on the West coast
continue

He says that from the beginning, the container terminal de-
velopment at Prince Rupert has been a large development,
but approached in phases. “We can see Prince Rupert de-
veloping in excess of 2.5 million TEUs at capacity.”  With
consultation underway at the proposed Roberts Bank Ter-
minal 2, south of Vancouver,  for additional container ca-
pacity of 2.4 million TEU’s and other American expansion,
Stevenson says that each project will be determined on its
own merits and what each proposal’s business case is. “We
feel very strongly we have a great deal of upside yet to be
achieved in the container business and working with DP

World we’re working to determine what the best program
is to meet that market demand.” Responding to questions
around potential trade turmoil that may come for the U.S.,
Stevenson says, “As ports, we’re ultimately instruments of
trade, and I think that what we’re seeing globally, in some
of the protectionist narrative, are threats to international
trade, and as such, they bring a degree of uncertainty.”   

“There continues to be an expansion of the workforce re-
lated to the Fairview Container Terminal operation, and
overall that contributes to a significant number of jobs.”
Stevenson says that there are in excess of 3,000 direct jobs
related to the port of Prince Rupert, both in Prince Rupert
and the region. Commenting on First Nations involvement,
Stevenson notes, “We have a great alignment with our First
Nations communities, and as we see new projects and ex-
pansion plans realized, First Nations people are playing a
significant role in the economic opportunities that come
about. Whether that be through straight employment or
preferred contracting, or setting up joint ventures to par-
ticipate in construction work, or even service agreements.
With Fairview, they’ve played an important role, both in
construction of the project but also in the jobs created. In
some cases, they’ve also invested and set up their own
businesses, whether that be in trucking or other services to
capitalize on the economic impacts of a growing port.”
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Balancing port development
against community concerns

Addressing the issue of opposition to
port development, a topic familiar to
Vancouver residents, Stevenson says,
“Any time you’ve got a new project
being considered for Prince Rupert,
there’s always a balance of mitigating
the impacts of construction, but also
operations of these facilities. Even
with rigorous environmental assess-
ments and a significant amount of
time spent on land-use planning, we
know that a growing port does create
some challenges.”  He notes that one
of the current concerns is the growth
of trucking through the downtown
core. “What we do is to look to infra-
structure investments that mitigate
some of those impacts, for example,
we’re examining advancing the
Fairview Corridor, which is a dedi-
cated road/rail corridor between the
terminal and where we see logistics
activities develop. That will totally
eliminate truck traffic through the
downtown core.” He comments that
while the port may be the engine of
economic opportunity and vitality, as
the city grows up around them, it risks
ultimately choking out the efficiencies
that led to  the city being developed
in the first place.

Reviewing other events at the Port in
the past year, Stevenson talks about
Ridley Terminals, a federal crown cor-
poration, which owns and operates
an advanced coal unload and loading
terminal. “Ridley Terminals has ridden
a roller coaster of global commodity
prices, we saw a peak of coal volumes
of just over 12 million tonnes at the
height of the resource super-cycle,
followed by rapid declines, especially
in metallurgical coal, but Ridley is
looking to diversify, to position itself
as a dry bulk solution and not just for
coal.” AltaGas Ltd. has started con-
struction of the Ridley Island Propane
Export Terminal that is expected to
ship up to 1.2 million tonnes of
propane per year, transported by CN

Rail from gas producers in Alberta and
British Columbia, and deliver approx-
imately 20 to 30 cargos per year to in-
ternational markets, commencing
early in 2019.

The deal is a 30 percent partnership
with Rotterdam-based Royal Vopak, a
strategic global tank storage com-
pany. The facility is estimated to cost
between $450 and $500 million.
Stevenson says, “We’re supportive of
the Terminals’ efforts and are opti-
mistic that we’ll see some recovery of
the coal markets, perhaps up to seven
to eight million tonnes of coal this
year.” In addition to the AltaGas facil-
ity, Stevenson says the Port is working
with Vopak, investigating a large liq-
uid bulk terminal development just
south of Ridley Terminals. Although
not directly a Port development, Pem-
bina Pipeline Corp. has signed a non-
binding letter of intent to develop a
liquefied petroleum gas export termi-
nal on Watson Island, south of Prince
Rupert. The Calgary-based pipeline

operator signed the agreement with
Prince Rupert Legacy Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of the City of Prince
Rupert.

Prince Rupert also enjoys a significant
cruise business. The port’s location
lies on the Westcoast cruise route
from Vancouver to Alaska, and
Stevenson notes that, “Our cruise
business was up appreciably, proba-
bly the strongest year we’ve had over
the past five.” In other developments,
the Port of Prince Rupert has added
two new export transload facilities in
the past year; Ray-Mont and CT Ter-
minals. “CT Terminals is handling rail
service for forest products and Ray-
Mont Logistics is handling rail service
for agri-business, transloading the
contents of incoming hopper cars into
containers.” Employment at the Port
has more than doubled since 2009,
and presently totals 3,320 full-time
jobs. In addition, the average annual
wage has risen to $64,000 from
$54,000 over that period.
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With forest product transload facilities, Port of Prince
Rupert a critical element of the supply chain
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

“Historically, the port of Prince Rupert
has had two forest-based stuffing and
reload operations in Prince Rupert,”
the Port’s Brian Friesen, Manager,
Trade Development, explains. “Both
Tidal Transport and Quickload Logis-
tics served regional mills – mills along
the Highway 16 corridor – but in close
enough proximity to Prince Rupert,
that it made sense to truck forest
products to Prince Rupert, stuff them
into containers and then truck them
to the terminal.” Beginning in 2007,
CN Rail began operating a forest-
products transload facility, 720 kilo-
metres to the west, in the City of
Prince George, and Friesen notes that
a significant volume of forest prod-
ucts coming from Alberta and B.C.
are stuffed there before they are
shipped by rail to Prince Rupert. 

Friesen says, “Last year, CT Terminals,
a joint venture between Tidal Trans-
port and Metlakatla First Nation,
began operations. This is a unique fa-
cility, in that for the first time we’re
able to accept beam cars, bulk forest
products arriving by rail to Ridley Is-
land, making use of the Road/Rail
Utility Corridor. Transload capacity for
forest products at the port of Prince
Rupert is within 80,000+ TEUs annu-
ally across the three different opera-
tions. Friesen adds that, “Over the
coming years we have plans to ex-
pand this capacity.”

Quickload Logistics General Manager
Cody Smith explains the role the
company plays at the growing port of
Prince Rupert. “We provide cargo
transloading services to customers
transiting the port of Prince Rupert
and we operate the first purpose built
Container Examination Facility in
Canada, collaborating with Port of
Prince Rupert and Canada Border

Services Agency to improve efficiency
and decrease examination times.”
The facility examines the contents of
targeted import containers to ensure
safety and compliance with Canadian
laws and regulations. 

Smith describes one of the company’s
most critical tools, saying, “We also
operate the world’s first C Loader to
load containers,” says Mr. Smith. The
C Loader – manufactured by CSL In-
dustries – is an advanced materials
handling machine capable of loading
lumber packages efficiently. The C-
Loader has dramatically increased
Quickload’s loading efficiency and
productivity while reducing collateral
damage to both product and contain-
ers. “This enables us to load contain-
ers three to four times as fast as can
be done with a fleet of forklifts.”

The C-Loader is specifically designed
to load lumber or palletized goods
into containers. As forklifts load an en-
tire 55,000-60,000 lbs on the
ruggedly constructed load platform,
the C-Loaders’ built-in load scale
weighing and balance system allows
the operator to control the weight
and balance to within desired limits.

Then the load is transferred into the
container in one smoothly controlled
operation lasting less than four min-
utes.

Port of Prince Rupert’s Brian Friesen
continues, saying that forestry
transload is an integral part of the
supply chain. “With mills across west-
ern Canada that need to get their
product to market, whether by rail or
road, they need to find their way to
tidewater and into a container. They
don’t do this transloading at the mills,
but will push the product either to a
facility like CN’s at Prince George, or
all the way to the port, so transloading
has become a significant component
of the forest products supply chain.
We’re all very much focussed on the
export side of the equation and
transload capacity is a critical compo-
nent of that.” He says that there has
been an increased demand for
transloading, noting that Japan and
South Korea have long been markets
for Canadian forest products, but with
the emergence of China in the last
decade, China has become a key
market for Western Canadian forest
products.”
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Ray-Mont Logistics opens agri-business transload facility
in Prince Rupert
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

In September of this year, Ray-Mont Logistics’ transloading
facility at Port of Prince Rupert welcomed its first unit train
carrying canola meal pellets from Western Canada. The
new facility, which officially opened for business on August
31, is the only unit train stuffing facility on Canada’s west
coast. Total container traffic at Prince Rupert has been on
the rise and increased five per cent year over year in the
first six months of 2017. However imports have outnum-
bered exports three to one. In the first six months, the port
handled 242,711 loaded import TEUs versus 76,009
loaded export TEUs. 

It is expected that with a new grain transload facility, growth
will accelerate, and provide a better balance of export loads
to imports, making the port more attractive to carriers. Ex-
porters are also facing a number of new variables this year,
notably a higher demand for containers in Asia and new
Chinese regulations slowing container production, are tight-
ening container supplies in North America. This has some
worried this could be the start of a temporary container
shortage. China has always been the dominant destination
for overall containerized exports from the port of Prince Ru-
pert, and was the destination for 71 per cent of containers
in 2017. The remainder are other Asian destinations includ-
ing South Korea, Indonesia, and Philippines.

As reported in an August story by the Journal of Com-
merce, the port has attracted three weekly container serv-
ices, two operated by the Ocean Alliance, with Cosco
Shipping as the lead carrier, and the third by the 2M Al-
liance of Maersk and Mediterranean Shipping Co. Growth
has fueled a compound annual rate of growth of 48 per
cent between 2008 and 2016, but the import-export ratio
at the British Columbia gateway stands at 3:1. Balancing
that ratio will help attract new services. 

Tight construction schedule sees operation open 
for this season

Loui Stathatos, Vice-President and Chief Commercial Of-
ficer at Ray-Mont, explains the new facility is built on a 12-
acre site on Ridley Island surrounded by a 100-car rail loop
corridor, and includes a grain dumper pit, as well as a
state-of-the-art conveyance system. Working to a difficult
schedule, IDL Projects, on behalf of Coast Tsimshian
Northern Contractor Alliance, began clearing the site in
mid-March. Stathatos was enthusiastic about the spirit and
energy that came from the City of Prince Rupert, First Na-

tions, CN Rail and the Port to have the facility constructed
in such a short period of time. “It was critical that we were
operational in time to handle crops for the 2017-18 sea-
son,” he says.

The only other Westcoast agri-business transload facility is
Ray-Mont’s operation in Vancouver and Stathatos says,
“We weren’t able to meet the demand on the Pacific coast
due to the capacity limitations in our existing trainload fa-
cility in Richmond, B.C., south of Vancouver.” That service
has grown to 25 acres from about six acres just five years
ago. Mr. Stathatos says the Prince Rupert facility handles
grain and processed grain products which include pulses
and cereal grains including lentils, peas, beans, soybeans,
flax and wheat, as well as other specialty agricultural crops.
The cargos are transported in hopper cars by CN Rail from
Western and Central Canada and the U.S. Midwest in
order to meet the increasing demand in international mar-
kets for containerized grain, and transferred into ocean
containers by Ray-Mont for export via the Fairview Con-
tainer Terminal.

When it came to staffing the new facility, Mr. Stathatos out-
lined Ray-Mont’s practices and policies, saying, “As a com-
pany, we are an equal-rights employer, our training is
unique since there is no other company in North America
like us. We look at sourcing local talent because know that
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you will get the best, and we promote from within.” Trainers
from other Ray-Mont operations like Vancouver were sent
to establish workflow at the start. “The program has a lot
of training involved because we are a very unique company
that deals with transloading. We believe in taking the time
to train people properly, we know this business well and we
want to make sure that everybody is comfortable with what

they’re doing before they start,” Stathatos said.

Ray-Mont has been operating in Canada since the 1990s.
It began with a transloading facility in Montreal but has es-
tablished a presence on the west coast to meet the grow-
ing demand for Canadian products in the Asia-Pacific
region. The Prince Rupert facility will expand Ray-Mont’s
west coast transloading capacity significantly. 

Wolverine investigates marine fuelling service 
for Port of Prince Rupert
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

Prince Rupert is one of the few major
ports in the world that doesn’t have a
local marine fueling service for cargo
ships. In early September, Wolverine
Terminals UCL made public its pro-
posed plans to construct and operate
a marine fuel delivery service that
would enable cargo vessels anchored
or berthed to fuel locally. Designed
with the latest marine fueling technol-
ogy, the fuel would be supplied via rail
with distribution by barge to ships. The
addition of the service would remove
one of the few competitive disadvan-
tages found in Prince Rupert. Currently
ships must carry enough fuel to make
a round trip, or divert to an alternative
Westcoast port. In addition, the weight
of fuel for a round trip often displaces

potential cargo, and can drive up ship-
ping costs. Westcoast ports that pro-
vide bunkering services include
Alaska’s Anchorage and Dutch Harbor,
Vancouver, B.C., Washington State’s
Cherry Point, and Port Angeles. Van-
couver is 748 km or 404 nautical miles
from Prince Rupert.

Wolverine Terminals is conducting an
environmental impact evaluation for a
proposed storage location in Prince
Rupert’s inner harbour, while engaging
with First Nations and potential stake-
holders as part of its regulatory ap-
proval application to the Prince Rupert
Port Authority. Wolverine began com-
munity consultations in mid-October.
Should the proposed service receive its

necessary regulatory approvals, the
Prince Rupert Marine Fuels Service is
expected to be operational by mid-
2019. 

The proposed service relies on the con-
struction of a marine berth and the op-
eration of a marine fuelling service in
the inner and outer harbours of the
port. The marine berth would be lo-
cated at a site previously used by har-
bour towing companies adjacent to the
Westview Terminal owned by Pinnacle
Renewable Energy Group. The new
berth would handle the rail barge and
transfer of fuel to the distribution
barge. Distribution to ships will be han-
dled by state-of-the-art barge, capable
of blending and offloading fuel to
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Port environmental activities include a wide array 
of protection and prevention programs
BY R. BRUCE STRIEGLER

Increasingly, ports across the world
are taking on the issues of environ-
mental stewardship and looking at
sustainability as key to their futures.
Port of Prince Rupert became the
first west coast port to join the
Green Marine environmental pro-
gram in 2010. Green Marine is a
joint Canada-U.S. initiative aimed at
advancing environmental excellence
in the marine industry, throughout
North America. The certification
program emphasizes voluntary im-
provement of environmental per-
formance in key areas identified by
the marine industry which include
water and land pollution prevention
– cargo residues and oily waters, to
control greenhouse gases and other
air pollutants. The program takes
into account community impacts
such as noise, dust, light and odours
as well as controlling aquatic inva-
sive species. Participants evaluate
their performance against guide-
lines and criteria provided by Green
Marine; the results are published an-
nually and verified by an independ-
ent third party.

Safeguarding marine mammals
but rewarding sustainable
shipping

The Port engages actively in a range
of environmental programs which in-

clude a marine mammal program,
launched in 2015 whose aim is to
sustain the diverse populations of
whales, porpoises and dolphins
found in the waters off the port.
Members of the Port Environmental
Stewardship Committee and the
Marine Mammal Program are fo-
cused on reducing potential impacts
to marine mammals as the port con-
tinues to be a gateway for global
maritime trade. Additionally, the
Port has developed the Mariner’s
Guide to Whale’s Dolphins and Por-
poises of Western Canada, through

a partnership and collaboration be-
tween Port of Vancouver, Vancouver
Aquarium’s Coastal Ocean Research
Institute and Fisheries and Oceans.
The publication is to help mariners
reduce the risk of striking a
cetacean, and includes location den-
sities and simple measures to
greatly reduce the chance of an in-
cident. Information in the guide also
addressed minimizing vessel distur-
bance and vessel noise. Marine
mammal identification is included as
well as details on reporting sight-
ings, and the guide is distributed to

ocean-going vessels. The fuel distribu-
tion barge will operate in accordance
with Transport Canada requirements
and industry best practices to avoid
spills and minimize air, noise, and light
emissions. The company said the proj-
ect will create approximately thirteen
full-time jobs.

One of the challenges of establishing

such a service earlier was that fuel
would have to be transported by barge
from Vancouver or Puget Sound in
Washington State through B.C.’s fa-
bled Inside Passage – the route that
tens of thousands of tourists marvel at
from the decks of cruiseships enroute
from Vancouver to Alaska. Further, the
economics of establishing a Prince Ru-
pert fueling service have not previously

be on a scale to warrant such a service.
With 461 ship calls in 2016, and expec-
tations of increased growth, it appears
an opportune time to fill that gap.
Wolverine Terminals ULC is a Calgary,
Alberta-based company focused on
the safe and efficient development of
energy-related marine terminals at key
ports in Canada and the United States.
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vessel operators whose ships call at
the port.

Introduced in 2013, Prince Rupert
Port Authority launched the Green
Wave program, designed to
encourage shippers to follow sus-
tainable practices. The program
offers discounted harbour dues to
commercial vessels that implement
emission reduction measures or
other environmental practices. The
program includes a variety of quali-
fication standards for arriving com-
mercial vessels consistent across
the global shipping industry. This
allows the Port to help accelerate a
worldwide movement toward
greater efficiency and sustainability.
Green Wave incorporates a number
of mechanisms for incentives, which
include Environ mental Ship Index,
Green Marine, RightShip, Green
Award, Clean Shipping Index, and
Energy Efficiency Design Index, as
well as multiple underwater noise
notations. Using a three-tier criteria
system, vessels are scored for their
level of achievement in one of the
recognized environmental pro-
grams or technological advance-
ments, and awarded a discount on
their harbour dues.

The Port’s Marine Environmental
Water Quality program measures
and monitors the state of the water
in the Prince Rupert harbour.  Staff
collect water samples four times a
year, from 32 sites throughout in the
inner and outer harbour, represent-
ing a full range of port operations.
The samples are shipped to labs
where they are analyzed to deter-
mine their general properties, as
well as the presence of metals, nu-
trients, algae, bacteria and poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
The testing provides Port environ-
mental staff with water quality infor-
mation to determine low levels of
oxygen or high levels of heavy met-
als such as mercury, and enable

them to take remedial action if re-
quired. The port patrol boat, Charles
Hays, also measures temperature,
conductivity, dissolved oxygen, dis-
solved solids, salinity and pH levels
at each site every two weeks.  Meas-
urements are taken at depth profiles
of one-metre intervals, and are used
to see how water quality changes at
various depths, and help build base-
line water quality data. The high fre-
quency of testing ensures the Port is
able to recognize and respond to
potential marine pollution incidents
in a timely manner.

Programs to monitor air quality,
dust and noise 

Measurement and monitoring of
particulate levels are important tool
in managing air quality and dust.
Using an active monitoring system
which draws air in and measures the
concentrations of inhaled particles
(PM10 and PM2.5), the Port main-
tains watch in the Westview Terminal
area on a continuous and constantly
measured basis. Much particulate
matter originates from outside the
local area, and can be significantly
influenced by short-term events. Di-
rectly attributing a source to partic-
ulate is a complex issue, and
requires longer periods of time to
establish meaningful levels. This in-
volves other monitoring tools such
as dustfall sampling, visual inspec-
tions and neighbourhood feedback.
The Port supplements the particu-
late monitors with eight dustfall sta-
tions at the Westview terminal site
boundaries. Dustfall is monitored
through the use of canisters that col-
lect dustfall over periods of time and
can be both measured and analyzed
for its composition when required.
The standard monitoring period is
one month, and spot samples are
collected on an ad hoc basis.

Noise is monitored through the use
of sensitive equipment that meas-
ures decibels and enables audio

recordings of the surrounding area.
The data readings are continuous
and constantly measured (i.e. real-
time), and the data is transmitted di-
rectly to the Port. The audio
recordings allow for the identifica-
tion of the many noise sources that
are not terminal-related, including
trains and railyard activity, overhead
float planes, passing vehicles, birds
and wildlife, etc.  Given the subjec-
tive nature of its impact as an annoy-
ance or nuisance, neighbourhood
feedback is a very important moni-
toring supplement to this equip-
ment. Given the vague nature of
defining noise, its specific regulation
is generally limited to consumer
products and occupational stan-
dards in Canada. The Port has
adopted 55 decibels as a baseline
against which to manage noise re-
lated to terminal activities and their
impact on residential areas.

Managing shoreline protection
and reducing carbon emissions

Shoreline habitats are unique, and
greatly influenced by tidal patterns,
neighbouring estuaries, wetlands,
and human uses. Every shoreline
habitat supports a great diversity of
life, and while many thrive, some de-
mand attention, requiring monitor-
ing of human impact so as to not
affect the abundance of life found
there. ShoreZone is the program the
Port employs, and working with key
partners, documents existing shore-
line habitats around Prince Rupert,
the Tsimshian peninsula and the
Skeena River using very high-resolu-
tion aerial imagery. Photographs
and videos of hundreds of kilome-
tres of shoreline have been taken
while flying several hundred feet
over the ground, and are spatially
referenced by a global positioning
system so that accurate latitude and
longitude information can be deter-
mined for any location in the photo.
Lastly, the images are stitched to-
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gether to create a coastal survey map. This program is
repeated on a cycle subject to the amount of change
that is caused by human or natural forces. 

In addition to monitoring, this information can also be
critical to respond to natural and manmade disasters.
The data in these photos can provide emergency and
coastal managers with information needed to assess
damage, but also to develop recovery strategies, facili-
tate search and rescue efforts, and identify hazards to
navigation and hazardous material spills. The ShoreZone
Imaging Survey was funded by Prince Rupert Port Au-
thority, Pacific Northwest LNG, Aurora LNG, the Gitxaala
Nation, the Metlakatla First Nation, the Nisga’a First Na-
tion, as well as BC Ministry of Environment.

Managing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions completes
the robust environmental program at the Port. When
CO2 is released into the atmosphere it remains there
until it is absorbed in some form – primarily by the
ocean, soil, animals and plants. However, evidence sug-
gests that CO2 is being released at a faster rate than na-
ture can absorb it, causing an excess of CO2 in the
atmosphere. This process is commonly known as the
“greenhouse effect” and has been linked by scientists to
global warming. In this way, carbon emissions are not a
local airshed issue, but instead are a key factor in the
global issue of climate change.

In order to prioritize actions and measure results, the
Port conducts an annual inventory of carbon emissions.
Port emission inventories of energy consumption, criteria
air contaminants, and greenhouse gases were devel-
oped as part of the study. The inventories were activity-
based, accounting for the equipment fleets, activity rates
and fuels consumption for marine vessels, rail locomo-
tives, on-road vehicles, cargo handling equipment and
administration.  The inventory includes all of the terminal
activities of the port’s tenants, ship movements within
the Prince Rupert harbour boundaries, and a landside
area that incorporated most of the local rail and truck
movements to and from marine terminals.

Prince Rupert’s shorter marine distances to Asian mar-
kets, and its efficient rail network to North America pro-
vides its shippers with the lowest carbon footprint per
container on the west coast. While Canadian Port Au-
thorities have responsibility for environmental manage-
ment, they do not have authority over emissions
released by the rail and marine operators that frequent
their ports.  Additionally, they have limited authority over
practices employed by their tenants—regulatory actions
that restrict emissions are implemented at the national
level. However, the Port and its partners are committed
to seeking voluntary improvements with respect to emis-
sions that tend to be complementary to government ac-
tions and collaborative or incentive-based in nature.
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The following article is a corrected version of an article that appeared in Canadian Sailings of October 9

Louis Martel at helm of CSL Group
BY MARK CARDWELL

Louis Martel was a teenager who dreamed of designing sailboats
when then-future Canadian Prime Minister Paul Martin and Laurence
Pathy bought Canada Steamships Lines with a vision to expand its
operations beyond the Great Lakes into ocean shipping.

Now Martel, 52, is steering the fortunes of the iconic Canadian
company, a leading provider of marine dry bulk cargo and the world’s
largest owner and operator of self-unloading vessels.

“If you had told me back then what I’d be doing now, I would
have said you were crazy,” said Martel, who took over as President
and CEO of CSL Group in April.  “I’m very honoured and privileged
to hold this position.”

Martel takes the helm at a crucial moment in CSL’s long and sto-
ried history. After years of dynamic growth and decentralized
expansion in cargo delivery services for customers throughout the
Americas, Australia, Europe and Asia in the construction, steel, energy
and agri-food sectors, the Montreal-based company has been focused
much of the past decade on increasing efficiencies and shoring up its
competitiveness as a niche operator in a tighter global market marked
by lower prices and falling demand for hard commodity staples like
coal and iron ore.

“You have to take up the slack when growth slows (and) prepare
for when things pick up again,” said Martel.  He said the company has
done that in two ways. 

One has been to cut operating and administration costs. “But in
a smart way,” said Martel.  “Not cut across the board and destroy the
company’s values and experience. That makes it hard to rebuild when
the economy improves.”

He said the company has instead been working to improve the
efficiency of its ships and operations through the introduction of man-
agement systems like fleet and ship performance monitoring, and
condition-based maintenance, which have long been used in air trans-
portation industries.

In January, the company realigned its organizational structure to
gain efficiencies and create greater synergies in the operation of the 45
dry-bulk carriers it owns and operates (17 of which are Canadian-
flagged) and the other 12 vessels it manages commercially.

The CSL Group fleet carries and delivers nearly 80 million tonnes
of cargo a year around the world. The pride of the fleet is the four Tril-
lium Class self-unloaders CSL has introduced since 2012 as part of its
newbuild program. In addition to these award-winning ships, which
Martel helped to develop at the design stage and which are considered
the most advanced of their kind in terms of operational and environ-
mental performance, energy efficiency and reliability, CSL also put two
new leading-edge gearless bulkers into service in 2015.  In all, the
company introduced eleven new ships under the Trillium program.

“It’s an exciting time because we’re modernizing our fleet and
modernizing our operations by increased training of our people and
increasing our reliance on information to make better-informed deci-
sions,” said Martel.  “We’re adapting to changes in business.”

One remaining constant, he added, is the decentralized approach
to commercial operations that have enabled CSL’s half-dozen divisions
to become major players in markets like Australia, where the company
operates a dozen vessels and is the largest bulk carrier in Australian
trades. “That means if you’re an Australian customer you’re still deal-
ing with an Australian within CSL,” said Martel.

A Quebec City native who holds degrees in naval architecture
from both Institut Maritime du Québec in Rimouski and England’s
Newcastle University, Martel brings a solid background in both the
technical and management sides of the marine transportation industry

to his new job. 
After working briefly in the production department at Davie

Shipyard in Lévis, followed by eight years with Lloyd’s Register as a
ship surveyor, Martel joined CSL in 1997 as Director of naval archi-
tecture and asset management.  He led CSL’s then-innovative forebody
program to rebuild its ageing lakers before moving in 2003 to Boston,
where he spent several years working under outgoing CSL Group
President Rod Jones.

Martel returned to Montreal in 2012 to take over as President of
CSL from Gerry Carter.  He was then named President of CSL Inter-
national in 2015, and was tapped last fall to become Jones’ successor.

“Over the course of his 20-year career at CSL, Mr. Martel has
played a pivotal role in driving innovation and positioning CSL and its
customers ahead of the rapid pace of change in the shipping industry,”
Paul Martin, now Chair of CSL Group’s Board of Directors, said in a
statement when Martel took over as Group President. “We are confi-
dent he will provide the strategic vision and drive to lead CSL into the
future.”

For Martel, that future will continue to include the geographic
diversification and acquisitions that have marked CSL’s history for the
past 35 years, most notably during the economically robust 2000-
2008 period, when the Canadian shipping industry experienced one
of its biggest booms in history. He said his tenure will also be focused
on the company’s core businesses and its major clients. He pointed to
the recent introduction of MV Ferbec, a rebaptized geared bulk carrier
from Australia, which is now the largest conventional geared bulk car-
rier in CSL’s Canadian domestic fleet, and operates in the Havre
St-Pierre to Sorel corridor for long time-customer Rio Tinto, as an
example of that focus.

“A typical company with a trading mentality would do a lot of
spot transactions. That’s not the DNA of CSL.” said Martel. “We are
more of a transportation department for companies. We are a world-
class shipping company that is focused on adding value to better serve
our customers and operate as safely and as responsibly as we can.”

LOUIS MARTEL
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North American railroads enjoy strong third quarter,
despite Hurricane Harvey
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

Hurricane Harvey failed to derail
North American operators  as intermodal
revenue continued to rise in the third quar-
ter  –  international shipments bolstering
double-digit net income gains. Kansas City
Southern stood out as the sector’s star per-
former, with nine-month revenue up 11 per
cent year-on-year, to $1.9 billion, resulting
in $411 million in net income for the
period. While intermodal revenue for the
year to date only showed marginal gains at
$266 million, the mode performed better in
the third quarter  with turnover  up 4 per
cent to $92.3 million. Revenue for the three
months to September climbed 8 per cent to
$656 million, with net income up 7 per
cent to $129.9 million. 

President and Chief Executive Patrick
Ottensmeyer said: “Third-quarter results
were strong, even with Hurricane Harvey’s
impact on Gulf Coast and cross-border traf-
fic in August and September. “Despite the
severity of the storm and widespread flood-
ing, we recovered quickly, delivering record
third-quarter operating income, a testament
to our operations personnel, who worked
tirelessly to restore our network. “We also
want to thank our rail partners for their
cooperation, as we worked together during
this period to minimise the impact of the
outage on our customers.”

At Norfolk Southern, the picture was
similar, with the carrier posting a 16 per
cent upturn in net income to $1.4 billion
for the nine months to September, gener-
ated from $7.8 billion in revenue, up 6.8
per cent. NS’s nine-month intermodal rev-
enue climbed substantially, by 9.2 per cent
to $1.78 billion, with the pace of growth
similar in the third quarter – up 8 per cent
to $621 million. Q3 group revenue hit $2.6
billion, an increase of 6 per cent, while net

income growth rose  10 per cent to $506
million. President and Chief Executive
James Squires said NS was “unwavering” in
its commitment to improve productivity,
citing seven quarters of year-on-year growth
as testament to this.

U.S. west coast operator Union Pacific
recorded freight revenue of $14.7 billion,
an increase of 7 per cent, leading to an 11
per cent rise in net income at $3.4 billion
for the year to date. Intermodal
revenue was up 3 per cent over the nine-
month period, to $2.8 billion, with the
company citing stronger international
demand behind the upturn. The third quar-
ter also fared well for UP as group revenue
ticked up 4 per cent, year-on-year, to $5 bil-
lion, generating a 6 per cent increase in net
income to $1.1 billion, with intermodal rev-
enue up 3 per cent to $981 million.

While the U.S.-based operators
reported all-round growth, Canadian
National saw a 1.4 per cent drop in third-
quarter net income, to C$958 million, with
revenue growing 6 per cent to C$3.2 bil-
lion. Operating expenses grew 10 per cent

as increased volumes led to higher fuel and
operating costs, and  President and Chief
Executive Luc Jobin noted increasing staff
numbers. “To meet the needs of an expand-
ing North American economy and new
growth opportunities, we are increasing
investments in our infrastructure and equip-
ment by C$100 million,” he said. 

“During the third quarter, and contin-
uing through the rest of the year, we’ve
been hiring across our network, particularly
in Western Canada, as we remain focused
on delivering a superior service.” Inter-
modal revenue for both the quarter, and
nine months, jumped 12 per cent to C$827
million and C$2.3 billion, respectively, with
the carrier noting the impact on overall rev-
enue: up 10 per cent to C$9.8 billion. Net
income year-to-date rose 7 per cent to
C$2.9 billion. The operator  said: “The
increase in revenue was mainly attributable
to higher volumes of traffic in overseas inter-
modal, ‘frac sand’, coal and petroleum coke
exports and Canadian grain.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

CSX chief Harrison says railroad now
on the right track after strong Q3
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

CSX released its third-quarter results,
and it seems it has something to cheer
about. CSX reported a strong three
months, with total volumes up 5 per cent
to 718,000 carloads and revenue increas-
ing some 5 per cent to $446 million,
although revenue per unit saw a marginal
dip. The carrier’s international  Q3  vol-

umes were up 11 per cent, “driven by
new customers and strong performance
with existing customers as eastern port
volumes increased”.

The strong numbers for CSX are pos-
itive news for the U.S. operator, which has
faced strong criticism from the Surface
Transportation Board (STB) over a per-

ceived decline in service. Chief Executive
Hunter Harrison pointed to the results as
proof that CSX implementing his precision
scheduled railroading model “was the
right call”, despite complaints from cus-
tomers and the STB. He said: “The
company’s results for the third quarter
reflect the resiliency of precision sched-
uled railroading, even during times of
transition. “With that transition largely
behind us, we are now intensely focused
on driving superior service for our cus-
tomers and lasting value for our
shareholders.”

Over the nine months to September,
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CN and CP announce third quarter results
Both of Canada’s major railways

announced third quarter results for the
period ended September 30. Although both
carriers put in admirable performances, their
results appear to point to a weakening econ-
omy.

During the quarter, CN’s revenues
increased by 7 per cent to $3.22 billion.
Operating expenses as a percentage of rev-
enues increased from 53.3 per cent to 54.7
per cent. Cash flow from operations
declined to $1.41 billion from $1.48 billion.
However, “free” cash flow, the amount
remaining from operating cash flow after
subtracting net investments made during
the quarter and dividends paid to investors,
increased to $373 million from $310 mil-
lion. During the first nine months of the
year, “free” cash flow increased to $1.44

billion from $923 million. From Jan 1 to
Sept 30, CN spent $1.543 billion repurchas-
ing its own shares, and paid $932 million in
dividends. As of September 30, the com-
pany’s equity stood at $15.1 billion (as
compared to $14.8 billion as at December
31, 2016), while total debt declined to
$22.0 billion from $22.2 billion (Dec 31,
2016). During the quarter, CN’s operating
ratio slipped from 53.3 per cent to 54.7 per
cent.

During the quarter, CP’s revenues
increased by 3 per cent to $1.595 billion.
Operating expenses increased marginally
from $897 million to $905 million. How-
ever, as a percentage of revenues, operating
expenses declined from 57.7 to 56.7 per
cent. Net income rose significantly from
$347 million to $510 million. However, the

increase was mainly due to significant for-
eign exchange gains on long term debt.
Cash flow from operations declined from
$591 million to $527 million, and “free”
cash flow of $138 million fell far short of the
$238 million recorded for the third quarter
of 2016. Primarily as a result of reigning in
the company’s share repurchases in 2017,
CP’s balance sheet has improved consider-
ably. The company’s equity increased to
$5.56 billion as at September 30 (from
$4.63 billion as at December 31, 2016),
while total debt decreased to $13.9 billion
(from $14.6 billion). During the quarter,
CP’s operating ratio improved from 57.7 per
cent to 56.7.

For CN, the bright spots were metals
and minerals, and coal. Although freight rev-
enues per revenue tonne mile (RTM) was

Results for the three months ended 
September 30 (in millions of C$)

CN
2017

CN
2016

CP
2017

CP
2016

Revenues $3,221 $3,014 $1,595 $1,554 
Less: operating expenses $1,762 $1,607 $905 $897 
Operating exp as % of revenues 54.70% 53.32% 56.74% 57.72%
Operating income $1,459 $1,407 $690 $657 
Other expenses and (income) $114 $118 $10 $187 
Net income before income taxes $1,345 $1,289 $680 $470 
Less: income taxes $387 $317 $170 $123 
Net income $958 $972 $510 $347 
Net income as % of revenues 29.74% 32.25% 31.97% 22.33%
Comprehensive income $852 $1,054 $535 $385 
Cash  flow from operations $1,406 $1,488 $527 $591 
Cash  flow from operations as % of revenues 43.65% 49.37% 33.04% 38.03%
Dividends paid $309 $288 $83 $75 
"Free cash flow" $373 $310 $138 $238 
Fully diluted net income per share $1.27 $1.25 $3.50 $2.34 

CSX carried more than two million  inter-
modal carloads, up 3 per cent on last year,
with revenue increasing 6 per cent to $1.3
billion and revenue per unit growing 3 per
cent to $625.

In contrast, CP saw intermodal vol-
umes decline 2 per cent to 253,600
carloads, and revenue  fall  2 per cent to
C$342 million  (US$273 million)  in the
third quarter. However, its  nine-month
intermodal revenue passed the billion
(Canadian) dollar mark (US$800 million),
up  3 per cent year-on-year, as volumes
climbed to 1.3 million carloads, with rev-
enue per unit gaining 7 per cent.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Results for the nine months ended 
September 30 (in millions of C$)

CN
2017

CN
2016

CP
2017

CP
2016

Revenues $9,756 $8,820 $4,841 $4,595 
Less: operating expenses $5,499 $4,903 $2,801 $2,734 
Operating exp as % of revenues 56.37% 55.59% 57.86% 59.50%
Operating income $4,257 $3,917 $2,040 $1,861 
Other expenses and (income) $356 $353 $163 $236 
Net income before income taxes $3,901 $3,564 $1,877 $1,625 
Less: income taxes $1,028 $942 $456 $410 
Net income $2,873 $2,622 $1,421 $1,215 
Net income as % of revenues 29.45% 29.73% 29.35% 26.44%
Comprehensive income $2,709 $2,558 $1,505 $1,259 
Cash  flow from operations $4,167 $3,824 $1,449 $1,321 
Cash  flow from operations as % of revenues 42.71% 43.36% 29.93% 28.75%
Dividends paid $932 $872 $229 $182 
"Free cash flow" $1,440 $923 $354 $324 
Fully diluted net income per share $3.78 $3.35 $9.69 $8.01 

CN and Norfolk Southern joint interline service
reducing transcontinental transit times 
by up to 48 hours

CN and Norfolk Southern announced a new joint interline serv-
ice initiative is reducing transit times by one to two days for carload
traffic between Western Canada and NS destinations in the Eastern
United States.

This seamless interline service, established in August, allows
freight to bypass traditional interchange points in Chicago, in favour
of using the most efficient existing CN and NS routes. The service
has reduced transit times by up to 48 hours, providing customers
more efficient delivery to final destinations.

CN and NS are interchanging two eastbound and two west-
bound manifest trains daily through greater Chicago, connecting
CN’s network in Western Canada and NS’ network in the Eastern
United States as part of the new service. Traffic is interchanging at
NS’ major rail yard in Elkhart, Ind., avoiding extra handlings in the
Chicago terminal.

Jim Squires, Norfolk Southern Chairman, President and CEO,

said: “Together, CN and NS have re-engineered our Chicago connec-
tions to provide shippers with a new superior-service shipping
option. Customers on both railways are seeing faster and more reli-
able service, benefitting their supply chains.”

Luc Jobin, CN President and CEO, said: “Through collaboration,
CN and NS are bringing more efficiencies to the supply chain as we
deliver higher and more reliable levels of service to our customers.”

CN and NS continue to explore adding additional traffic to the
new interline service. 

Norfolk Southern Railway Company subsidiary operates
approximately 19,500 route miles in 22 states and the District of
Columbia, serves every major container port in the eastern United
States, and provides efficient connections to other rail carriers. Nor-
folk Southern operates the most extensive intermodal network in
the East and is a major transporter of coal, automotive, and industrial
products.

down by 13 per cent for both categories,
revenue tonne miles were up by 50 and 40
per cent respectively. Intermodal revenues,
CN’s most important revenue category,
were up by 12 per cent. Other revenue cat-
egories held their own. 

For CP, the bright spots were potash,
and metals, minerals and consumer prod-
ucts, which registered a 32 per cent increase
in freight revenues. Potash registered CP’s
largest increase in freight revenue per rev-
enue tonne mile (14 per cent). Energy,
chemicals and plastics recorded impressive
gains in freight revenues, but also repre-
sented CP’s freight category that suffered the

most significant drops in freight revenue per
RTM.  Intermodal, CP’s most important rev-
enue generator, generated revenues of $341
million, down by 2 per cent over 2016. 

At CN, efficiency indicators represented
a mixed bag. Rail freight revenue per RTM
was down by 2.9 per cent, and rail freight
revenue per carload was down by 3.8 per
cent. Terminal dwell time was up signifi-
cantly, and train velocity was down.
However, other indicators were up. For
example, operating expenses per gross tonne
mile (GTM) were down by 1.9 per cent,
labour and fringe benefits per GTM gross
tonne miles were down by 6.4 per cent. 

At CP, published efficiency indicators
were ambiguous. However, CP did manage
to limit its loss of rail freight revenue per
RTM to 1.1 per cent, and managed to main-
tain its revenue per carload at 2016 levels.
CP improved terminal dwell time from 7.0
to 6.6 hours.

At CN, total number of employees on
September 30, 2017, was 23,428, an
increase of 5.7 per cent compared to Sep-
tember 30 of 2016. At CP, total employment
on September 30, 2017 was 12,135, an
increase of 3.0 per cent compared to Sep-
tember 30 of 2016.
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Profile: Groupe Océan’s Gordon Bain
BY MARK CARDWELL

When he graduated from Vancouver’s
Northwest School of Deep Sea Diving in
1972 at age 21, Gordon Bain was eager to
work with the skills he learned during the
intensive six-month training. Trouble was,
he couldn’t find work. “I applied at some
places, but didn’t get a job,” recalls Bain.
“So I decided to bid on jobs myself.” Bain
started a company, which he dubbed Aqua-
Marine, and landed his first contract, with
Hydro-Québec.

Forty-five years, many acquisitions
and one name change later, Bain’s com-
pany – now called Groupe Océan – is
today a major provider of integrated
marine services in Canada and an industry
leader. Though it no longer offers diving
services, Océan boasts one of the country’s
largest fleets of marine equipment, with 36
tug boats in operation today, and as many
as 500 barges and other pieces of equip-
ment that are used to do dredging,
salvaging, transportation and ship and
industrial repairs anywhere in Eastern
Canada and beyond.

The company also owns and operates
a shipyard on Isle-aux-Coudres, 100 kms
downriver from its head office at the port
of Quebec City. The yard has notably built
a self-propelled trailing suction hopper
dredge, the first of its kind in Eastern
Canada. In all, Océan employs more than
850 people at 16 locations on the Great
Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, and in
New Brunswick and Newfoundland and
Labrador. 

Bain credits hard work, timely acqui-
sitions and competent, dedicated
employees for Océan’s steady and stable
growth over the years. “We’re hard to
compete against because we’re very bal-
anced and we have tremendous know-how
in all areas of our business,” says Bain.
Océan, he adds, is poised for even more
growth in the not-too distant future. “We’d
like to expand everywhere,” Bain says.
“There are many opportunities. The big
challenge is finding enough qualified
people to take advantage of them. We’re
always hiring, but we’re still short 50
people.” 

That’s a big change from Bain’s early
days as a commercial diver. A keen high
school swimmer who trained for many
years, mornings and evenings, Bain ini-
tially followed his English-speaking father
into one of the many pulp and paper mills
that existed then in Trois-Rivières, as a stu-
dent. Fortunately for Bain, he quickly
soured on the well-paying paper mill jobs,
more than 10,000 of which disappeared

later during the industry’s meltdown in the
1980s and 90s. “I hated the sounds and
the smells,” recalls Bain, whose paternal
grandfather emigrated to Canada from
Scotland.  “There was no future for me
there.”

As demand for Aqua Marine’s services
grew in the seventies and early eighties,
Bain hired more divers and bought cutting-
edge equipment that allowed him to do
increasingly complex jobs. Aqua-Marine
was one of the first companies in the
province to have decompression chambers,
and one of few in Eastern Canada to be so
equipped. Among Bain’s most memorable
jobs are laying 9 feet-wide cement pipes
under the St. Lawrence to handle rainwa-
ter and other overflows from Quebec City,
and laying Sklar pipes that weighed 3
tonnes on land – but felt like 20 pounds in
the water – in the St. Lawrence near
Matane.

Bain was also on contract to inspect
dams for Hydro-Québec for more than a
decade, and spent eight to ten months a
year for six consecutive years diving to
depths of 20 meters (65 feet) in the cold
waters of Lac St. Jean to inject cement and
redo slides at Alcan’s massive aluminum
complex in Alma.

Though diving is by its very nature a
dangerous profession, Bain prides himself
on the fact that neither he nor any of his

company’s divers suffered any serious
injuries. “If there’s no air, there’s no life,”
says Bain.  “We had a couple of close
calls. But we were always very insistent on
safety and gear. For example, when a guy
was in the water, we always had a spare
diver ready to go, and somebody on the
radio.” One of Bain’s divers of that era con-
firms his boss’ stickling for safety, as well as
his ability to get the best out of his the
people who worked for him.

“Gordon has a good eye for hiring the
right people, and he has confidence in
them and gives them a lot of liberty to do
what they have to do to get the job done,”
says Alain St-Pierre, who started working
for Bain 35 years ago as a diver, and is now
superintendent for the company’s water-
front operations across Quebec. St-Pierre
says Bain is a “very frank, no-nonsense guy
who listens to people before making deci-
sions.  And he can change his mind during
a job if the people he trusts so advise him.
That’s really uplifting, and appreciated by
employees.”

In 1987, a series of things came
together that crystalized Bain’s hopes and
vision for the future for him and his com-
pany. Driving that reflection was Bain’s
growing weariness of doing commercial
diving, which is both physically demanding
and highly competitive. “You can’t spend
all your life on the water,” says Bain,

GORDON BAIN JACQUES TANGUAY
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whose last job as a diver was laying underwater cable at Isle-aux-
Coudres in 1990. “And the problem with diving companies is that
for 50 grand anybody can get some tanks and go after contracts. “I
was ready for a new challenge.”

That led Bain in 1987 to buy Les Remorqueurs de Québec, a
company that operated four tugboats in Quebec City. “I used to
hire them often for jobs and I wanted to grow and I thought it was
a good opportunity,” says Bain. “It was a good fit because I had a
vision of offering multiple marine services.” “Tugs, he adds, are pri-
marily used to dock and undock ships, which lose their
manoeuvrability at low speed.” Bain says 90 per cent of ship acci-
dents occur when docking. “Responsible shipowners insist on
tugs,” says Bain.  “Ports should too, because ships that don’t use
tugs bang and damage their docks.”

Along with buying the tug company, Bain hired a civil engi-
neer named Jacques Tanguay.   (Not to be confused with the
Quebec City businessman and Port of Quebec Board of Directors
member of the same name). Tanguay was initially hired to deal
with the divers, while Bain focused on taking his new tug business
to another level, which he rolled into Aqua-Marine to form Groupe
Océan. The two men hit it off and developed an aggressive expan-
sion plan and partnership that would lead Océan to ultimately
securing the lion’s share of contracts in the many markets where
the company is active.

The expansion began with acquisitions of tug companies in
Montreal (McAllister), Sorel and Trois-Rivières, which firmly estab-
lished Groupe Océan in the industry. In 1994, the year Tanguay
became a shareholder in the business, Groupe Océan made two key
acquisitions: the shipyard on Isle-aux-Coudres, and dredging com-
pany Dragage St-Maurice. Over the years, Groupe Océan became
one of the largest integrated marine services companies in Canada. 

Ten years later, the company launched a $90-million fleet

renewal project, the highlight of which consisted of building eight
high-tech tugs for use on the St. Lawrence. In 2005, Ocean created
Ocean Ontario Towing, which offers habour tug services in the
Ports of Hamilton, Oshawa and Toronto, and five years later,
Ocean began operating in  the port of Sept-Îles and opened new
workshops in the port of Québec.

In 2011, Groupe Océan Group’s dredging division landed the
contract for the Northern Traverse section of the St. Lawrence
River, a contract that led to the building of the self-propelled trail-
ing suction hopper dredge at its own shipyard at Isle-aux-Coudres
in record time. 

In 2012, Groupe Océan’s 40th anniversary year, the company
built Ocean Tundra, the most powerful harbour tugboat ever built
in Eastern Canada. The company also began planning a second tug
of the same kind – Ocean Taiga, which was commissioned in 2016
– and started working in Bull Arm Bay in Newfoundland/Labrador
in support of the Hebron Oil Platform Project.

In 2013, Océan Dredging obtained its first international
dredging contract at the port of Dos Bocas in Mexico. In 2015,
Océan joined with the government of New Brunswick in the revi-
talization of shipbuilding at the Naval Center in Bas-Caraquet
through the construction of a floating drydock. That program made
news recently when Océan was awarded a contract to build a ferry
at the yard.

In June of 2017, Océan also acquired three tugs from Svitzer
Canada, to expand the size of Océan’s harbour towing fleet to 36
ships. 

“You’ll be hearing more about Ocean Group between now
and our 50th anniversary,” quips Bain.  “We’re not lacking in
energy, ambition or vision.”
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Davie pushing Ottawa on icebreakers
BY MARK CARDWELL

The Chairman of the Europe-based
company that owns the Davie shipyard con-
tinues to publicly push and prod Ottawa to
accept his company’s proposal to supply
Canada with four leased icebreakers that
are currently sitting idle in Florida. 

“Winter is coming,” Alex Vicefield told
Canadian Sailings from his home in Monaco
in late October. “Canada is facing an acute

New Brunswick awards ferry contract to Groupe Océan 
Groupe Océan is proud to announce

that the government of New Brunswick
awarded it a contract for the construction of
a cable ferry. With a capacity of 15 cars and
100 passengers, this 25-metre ship will be
added to the provincial fleet of ferries, and
used on a high-volume run. She is expected
to be launched next fall. The new vessel
will be constructed at a cost of approxi-
mately $6.5 million.

This contract will strengthen the
relaunch of the Naval Center in Bas Cara-
quet which was initiated in 2016/2017,
and whose principal present activity is final-
ization of the construction of a floating
drydock. Employment at the site has
returned to pre-reorganization levels, and is
expected to rise further. The Bas Caraquet
facilities have increased Groupe Océan’s
capabilities, and are helping to increase
expertise in shipbuilding and ship repair in
New Brunswick.

Jacques Tanguay, CEO of Groupe
Océan said that “Since Groupe Océan
established itself in Bas-Caraquet, we have
worked to create high-quality jobs in the
region and to develop the expertise capable

of taking on contracts such as the one
announced today. We are proud that this

ferry will be built and used here in New
Brunswick.”

icebreaker shortage that is putting at risk
the wintertime business at ports on the St.
Lawrence River. “We have provided Ottawa
with a quick and affordable solution to the
problem.   We could have at least one of
these vessels on station within two weeks,
with the others to follow soon after.   But
we’re not hearing anything.”

Davie formally pitched the idea, which

it dubbed Project Resolute, in April follow-
ing an official solicitation from the federal
government for ideas on how to best deal
with Canada’s looming shortage of icebreak-
ers. It is a similar to an unsolicited offer
Davie made a year earlier, which was pub-
licly rejected by the then-new Liberal
government.

However, the government has since
changed its attitude on the issue, as
Canada’s aging icebreaker fleet is facing
increasing threats of frequent mechanical
breakdowns. One of Canada’s two heavy
icebreakers – Louis St. Laurent, which
received life-extending work in the Davie
yard this summer – was built in 1969 and is
now eight years beyond its 40-year
expected operational life. 

Canada’s four medium-duty 1,200-
type icebreakers have also lived 75-98 per
cent of their notional life spans, as have
most of the country’s high- and medium
endurance multi-tasked vessels. Most of
Canada’s dozen or so offshore patrol,
oceanographic and fisheries science vessels
are also well past their best-before dates.

That has led many members of
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From left: Shippagan-Lamèque-Miscou MLA Wilfred Roussel;
Transportation and Infrastructure Minister Bill Fraser; Environment and
Local Government Minister Serge Rousselle; Jacques Tanguay, Chief
Exexcutive Officer of Groupe Océan; and Caraquet MLA Hédard Albert.
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Canada’s maritime shipping community to publicly express fears
about the viability of icebreaking operations and port access on the
St. Lawrence and other Eastern Canadian waterways. The Canadian
Coast Guard (CCG) itself says it urgently needs five or more new ice-
breakers as the current fleet goes through repairs and upgrades, and
before a new polar icebreaker is built.

Federal officials are also currently reviewing the budgets and
construction schedules of CCG’s new $1.3-billion polar icebreaker
and two new resupply vessels at Seaspan Shipyards in Vancouver, as
well as for several new offshore fisheries science ships for CCG. In
addition to its rising cost, the delivery date for the new icebreaker
has been pushed back to 2028.

“In the medium to long-term, Coast Guard realizes its ships
need to be replaced and is working on solutions to ensure the conti-
nuity of its critical icebreaking program in the north and south,”
CCG spokesperson Carole Saindon wrote in an email in mid-Octo-
ber. 

“The Coast Guard is also looking at putting in place innovative
solutions to fill in short terms service gaps so that the shipping indus-
try can continue to rely on (our) services to support Canada’s
economy. This means we may face potential gaps in icebreaking
services over the next five years.”

According to Vicefield, Davie has been promoting a turnkey
solution since 2016 that would enable Ottawa to meet its needs for
Arctic-capable icebreakers in short order, and at a fraction of the cost
of building new vessels. The plan revolves around four polar-class
icebreakers owned by Royal Dutch Shell that were earmarked for a
now-iced offshore drilling project in the U.S. Arctic. Davie is propos-
ing to lease the vessels and perform limited reconfiguration work to
meet the needs of CCG for both inland and Arctic icebreaking. “Our
idea is to lease these vessels to the Canadian Coast Guard under the
same contract structure as Asterix,” says Vicefield. “I can’t say right
now how much our proposal would cost. But what I can say is that
it will be substantially less that would you would pay to build one,
and that all four are ready to go right now.” Asterix is the container
ship that Davie bought and converted at its shipyard in Lévis, Que.

into a new supply vessel for the Royal Canadian Navy. 
Christened in July, Asterix, the first Resolve-Class vessel, was

launched out of drydock in mid-October to test its engine and sys-
tems. The ship will now undergo sea trials leading up to its
expected delivery before year’s end. Under the terms of that novel
leasing agreement, which Davie sold to the former federal Conser-
vative government, Ottawa is leasing the ship, together with a
trained civilian crew, for five years at a cost of $668 million, with
an option for an additional five years. According to Vicefield, there
is both talk and growing support among federal officials for the gov-
ernment to buy the ship and order a second one.

In addition to freeing up the largest drydock in Canada for the
first time since 2005 – enabling Davie to now go after commercial
ship repair work through its worldwide agency network – Vicefield
said the Asterix’s launch reconfirmed his shipyard’s ability to deliver
high-quality ships on time and at rock-bottom prices.

He also said that officials with Davie and various federal depart-
ments, including CCG, Public Works and Transport Canada, made
two trips to Florida this summer to visit and inspect Aiviq, a Class-3
ship and the largest of the four icebreakers that Davie proposes to
lease on behalf of CCG. “CCG absolutely loves this ship,” Vicefield
said. “It is the only large-scale polar icebreaker available in the world
today.” He added that the ship “could be on station here within two
weeks” if and when Ottawa gives Davie the green light on its pro-
posal.

For her part, CCG spokesperson Saindon acknowledged the
Florida trip, saying it was part of the follow-up that Ottawa is doing
in regards to the approximately fifteen submissions it received
addressing interim icebreaking solutions, following its Request for
Information (RFI) earlier this year. “Coast Guard sent a team of tech-
nical experts (ship operator, marine engineer, marine surveyor, naval
architect) to Florida to visit Aiviq at the request of Federal Fleet,”
Saindon wrote to Canadian Sailings. CCG, she added, “is currently
reviewing the Aiviq material along with all of the submitted informa-
tion gathered from industry on existing options to fill potential gaps
in its capacity to deliver its icebreaking program.”
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OPINION

Carbon math explained!  Is Canada making a serious
effort to meet its obligations?
BY THEO VAN DE KLETERSTEEG

The other day I stumbled across an arti-
cle in The Economist that represented the
first comprehensive, and yet simple explana-
tion of the relationship between carbon in
the atmosphere, and global warming.

Scientists and green supporters have
explained to us during the past decade or so
that global temperature increases must be
kept well below 2°C above pre-industrial
levels, if we wish to avoid the more egre-
gious consequences of climate change.
Accordingly, the 2015 Paris Agreement
requires that signatories to the Agreement
implement programmes to reduce national
carbon emissions to levels that are thought
to result in global temperatures to be kept in
check, and to “pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5°C”, compared
to the 0.9°C temperature rise that has taken
place since 1870.

There are three things wrong with the
Agreement and its assumptions, namely:

First, is there such a thing as “sustain-
able action to maintain global warming to
less than 1.5°C forever.”? Given our lack of
meaningful action to date to reduce green-
house gas emissions, talk about keeping
global warming below 1.5°C seems prepos-
terous. Global warming occurs not as a
consequence of the rate of carbon accumu-
lation in the atmosphere, but as a
consequence of the total amount of carbon
in the atmosphere. No matter how frugal we
may ultimately become in our carbon emis-
sions, it is almost impossible to imagine that
at some point in the future we will be able
to produce “net zero emissions annually”
that are necessary to prevent temperatures
from rising further.

Secondly, how do we know that a tem-
perature increase of 1.5°C is the threshold?
Based on observation of increasing numbers
of violent climate-related events at tempera-
ture increases well below 1.5°C, should we
not be thinking far more aggressively about
implementing policies associated with lower
temperature targets?

Thirdly, do we really know how many
billions of tonnes of CO2 of emissions are
associated with a given temperature rise?

In September, Nature Geoscience Jour-
nal published an article entitled “Emission
budgets and pathways consistent with limit-
ing warming to 1.5°C.” The article, by
Richard J. Millar and his colleagues at
Oxford University, suggests that it is possible

that far greater volumes of CO2 can be emit-
ted than previously thought, before
exceeding the 1.5°C threshold level. It had
hitherto been assumed that for the globe to
have a good chance of limiting its warming
to 1.5°C, so long as cumulative releases of
CO2 would remain below 2.25 trillion
tonnes. As a point of reference, currently
cumulative CO2 releases stand at just over 2
trillion tonnes, with 40 billion tonnes of
additional carbon being released into the
atmosphere annually. Based on current
inventories and releases, and based on the
previous assumptions of 2.25 trillion tonnes
being the threshold that would trigger global
warming beyond 1.5°C, it was thought that
“time was running out” very fast indeed.

However, based on re-modelling of cli-
mate data carried out by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change and Dr. Millar’s colleagues, the
global temperature change that was actually
associated with the release of 2 trillion
tonnes of CO2 was “only” 0.9°C, rather
than the expected 1.2°C. Accordingly, the
scientists revised their previous estimates,
and now believe that cumulative emissions
of 2.75 trillion tonnes of CO2 are associated
with a global temperature rise of 1.5°C, not
2.25 trillion tonnes. Scientists then adjusted
another model to compute another set of
estimates, which resulted in a number of
2.92 trillion tonnes being associated with a

global temperature rise of 1.5°C. The upshot
of the new estimates is that it is now
thought that we may have another 35-40
years of CO2 emissions at current levels
before global warming reaches 1.5°C. 

I, for one, now have a better under-
standing of the relationship between past,
current and cumulative emissions and their
associations with efforts to limit global
warming to 1.5°C. The news appears to give
the world a reprieve, albeit for a short time.
However, time goes by quickly and each
year that we fail to act means that the fol-
lowing year we would have to re-double our
efforts to get to the same objective. We must
always bear in mind that it’s total accumula-
tions that matter, not the rate at which
accumulations occur. 

According to the new studies, from
now on global emissions of some 40 billion
tonnes must be reduced annually by some 4-
6 per cent to reach zero net emissions some
40 years from now. That is an incredibly
ambitious task, which most would say is
impossible to attain, particularly when there
continues to be discord among nations as to
whether they are “on board” or not. 

Where does Canada stand in all of this?
Canada represents only about 1.6 per cent
of global greenhouse gas emissions. How-
ever, given that Canada’s population
represents only 0.5 per cent of the global
population, our per capita production of
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greenhouse gases is the second highest in
the world (after Australia). At the domestic
level, by far the largest Canadian emitters
are Saskatchewan and Alberta (67.6 tonnes
of GHGs and 66.6 tonnes respectively in
2013, per capita), while Quebec is the
lowest (10.1 tonnes per capita in 2013). The
Canadian average in 2013 was 20.7 tonnes
per person per year. 

The federal government has
announced target reductions for 2020 and
2030. From actual emissions of 726.1 mil-
lion tonnes in 2013, Canada intends to
reduce emissions of GHGs to 622 million
tonnes in 2020 and 525 million tonnes by
2030. The provinces have announced tar-
gets too, but these are far less aggressive
than the plans by the federal government,
and would add up by 2030 to emissions that
would actually exceed federal targets by
about 10 per cent.

So far, so good, although a somewhat
critical observer would wonder how such
relatively modest reductions would put us
on a path anywhere near the global objec-
tive of zero net emissions by 2060.
According to Julie Gelfand, Commissioner,
Environment and Sustainable Development,
who was interviewed on BNN on October
6, Canada has failed to implement succes-
sive emission reduction plans and has not
met its obligations under the Kyoto accord,
will not meet its 2020 obligations, and is not
on target to meet its 2030 objectives. Which
makes Canada part of the problem, not the
solution.

By all accounts, the warnings of cli-
mate scientists of ten or twenty years ago
have proven to be correct. Yet, no country
on earth has taken any meaningful steps to
avoid what looks like the man-made destruc-
tion of the environment in which he lives. If
no dramatic action is forthcoming very soon,
our children who are currently teenagers
will see their later lives destroyed through a
collapsing economy, long-lasting drought
and heat waves, lack of adequate food, the
collapse of social structures, and anarchy.
Already we can see that today’s wildfires,
hurricanes, and floods are more massive and
intense in scope than ever before, with dev-
astating impacts on local populations.
Governments pretend that “it’s business as
usual”, but are required to spend vastly
greater sums than before on disaster relief
and reconstruction, increasing budget
deficits and debt. At some point, taxpayers
will no longer be able to shoulder these
increases in “operating expenses”, and busi-
nesses will find the additional costs and
complexities of operating businesses under
adverse circumstances too much, and close
down. For a perspective of how climate
change will impact national finances, con-
sider President Trump’s reluctance to
commit the necessary dollars to reconstruct-
ing devastated Puerto Rico! As a

businessman, he understands that con-
stantly throwing money at problems without
being able to control outcomes does not
achieve anything. In the future, politicians
will have to get real “nasty” about which
region “deserves” to receive taxpayer-
funded protection, disaster relief and/or
reconstruction. As destruction gets worse,
and sources of taxation decline, govern-
ments will have very difficult choices to
make.

If we are serious about climate change,
we must get serious about reducing emis-
sions, rather than just talking about it. We
must hold our politicians accountable for
implementing policies that produce results,
not just policies that slow down the rate of
emission increases. The latter is nowhere
near good enough.

We must understand that just meeting
the environmental obligations we have
agreed to sign on to is not good enough. If
humanity is to have any chance of surviving
the looming catastrophe, we must do more,
a lot more, than we have agreed to do. Not
just Canada, but every nation on this planet.
Canada is economically a small nation, and
represents only a tiny fraction of the world’s
population. However, as the world’s second
largest per capita emitter of GHGs, we have
a special obligation to set an example. Per-
haps a good start would be the conversion of
Canada’s transportation fleet from gasoline
and diesel to natural gas and propane with a
“war-like” degree of urgency. Ten years from
now, there should not be a single car or
truck on the road in Canada that operates on
gasoline or diesel fuel. This would be a mas-
sive undertaking, on a financial and
operational scale similar to Canada’s com-
mitments during World War II. However,
Canada has demonstrated that, when it

must, it can muster the national commit-
ment to do great things. Finding ways to
make meaningful reductions in GHG emis-
sions would be an extremely challenging
task – most Canadians think they have done
their “bit” if they substitute paper for plastic
bags, or don’t print emails they receive.
Since the task at hand is so massive, and will
require enormous innovation and national
commitment, there should be no further
time wasted to make serious plans. I would
add “We know what needs to be done”, but
that’s just it, we don’t know. The average
Canadian has absolutely no idea of the mas-
sive undertaking that is required to merely
slow down the rate of temperature
increases, and the heavy toll it would take
on the economy. On the other hand, contin-
uing our ostrich policies would exert an
even heavier toll on the economy in decades
to come. 

I realize that our politicians have a lot
on their plates these days: deteriorating
trade relations with the U.S., a deteriorating
balance of trade, record debt levels at virtu-
ally all levels of government, operating
deficits at virtually all government levels,
record consumer debt, record housing prices
and now calls to get serious about climate
change. Governments cannot do everything,
so perhaps it is time for the federal govern-
ment to re-arrange its priorities, to execute
its top priorities well, and to abandon those
at the bottom of the list. Mr. Trudeau made
many promises during the election cam-
paign. He should  realize that it is probably
better to execute one’s top priorities well,
and abandon lower priorities, rather than be
a mediocre performer at all levels. In such a
re-arrangement, where would the environ-
ment stand?
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Doing more with less: Intensity of U.S. energy use 
in manufacturing continues its decline 

The energy intensity of U.S. manufacturing continued to
decrease, according to data released by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration’s (EIA) Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
(MECS). From 2010 to 2014, manufacturing fuel consumption rose
4.7 per cent, while real gross output increased at 9.6 per cent—or
more than twice that rate—resulting in a 4.4 per cent decrease in
energy intensity.

The share of manufacturing output from energy-intensive indus-
tries, such as the manufacture of metals, chemicals, paper, and
petroleum and coal products, declined between the MECS surveys
covering 2010 and 2014, leading to a decline in overall manufacturing
energy intensity.

While many manufacturing establishments are taking steps to
reduce their energy consumption, the energy intensity decrease for
total manufacturing is mostly the result of a shift of manufacturing
output to less energy-intensive industries. If major industries had
maintained the same proportions of the manufacturing sector, the
energy intensity decline between 2010 and 2014 would have been
0.7 per cent, instead of 4.4 per cent.

One of the fastest growing industries between 2010 and 2014
was transportation equipment manufacturing, an industry with rela-
tively low energy intensity. Gross output in transportation equipment
manufacturing grew 30.8 per cent over that period, much faster than
the 9.6 per cent increase in overall manufacturing output between
2010 and 2014.

While output and consumption rose, manufacturing employment
decreased from 2010 to 2014, yielding an increase in labour produc-
tivity. Manufacturing processes continue to evolve, incorporating
more electronic and robotic devices, which may be a primary factor in
increased labour productivity. 

In the United States, energy intensity has been declining steadily
since the early 1970s and continues to decline. Defined as energy con-
sumption per unit of gross domestic product (GDP), greater efficiency
and structural changes in the economy have reduced energy intensity.
From 1950 to 2011, energy intensity in the United States decreased
by 58 per cent per real dollar of GDP. Until the 1970s, energy intensity
was falling relatively slowly, less than 1 per cent per year. 

In 1974, energy prices rose 56 per cent above the previous year
as a result of the Arab oil embargo, leading to changes in both national
policy, such as the establishment of vehicle efficiency standards, and
consumer attitudes. In addition, the role of energy-intensive industries
in the United States declined with continuing structural changes in the
economy. Since 1973, energy intensity has declined at a rate closer to
2 per cent annually, although with a few noticeable annual increases.
EIA projects that this average annual decline of 2 per cent will con-
tinue through 2040. The most significant driver of the expected
decline will be the transportation sector, with the energy intensity of
light-duty vehicles, representing by far the largest energy consuming
part of the sector, projected to decline by more than 47 per cent from
the 2005 value.

To be sure, the above developments are encouraging. Notwith-
standing, from a global perspective, the world’s population continues
to grow, and citizens of newly developed economies, mostly in Asia,
are rapidly being lifted from poverty to middle class status, enabling
them to become consumers, like North Americans and Europeans.
Thus, while technology has helped reduce the energy input required
to manufacture a unit of production, the greater number of people on
the planet and the general rise of prosperity have substantially
increased demand for manufactured goods, resulting in ever-growing
global levels of greenhouse gases and pollution. 

Windsor Port Authority honoured by AAPA 
Windsor Port Authority was recently honoured at the Awards

Luncheon of the Annual Conference of the Association of American
Port Authorities (AAPA) held in Long Beach, California. AAPA is an
alliance representing more than 130 Port Authorities in Canada, the
Caribbean, Latin America and the United States. The Award of Merit
was granted to Windsor Port Authority within the Communications
Category for its community initiative “Windsor Port Authority Out-
reach Campaign with Olde Sandwich Towne”. 

Accepting the award on behalf of the Windsor Port Authority
was George Sandala, Chair of the Board of Directors, who noted
“this is a significant achievement for Windsor, considering we were
judged alongside major ports such as New York, Vancouver and Long
Beach.  This award reflects the outstanding work by the Windsor
Port Authority staff, who have consistently demonstrated the com-
mitment to various initiatives for community enhancement within

Olde Sandwich Towne. It’s nice to see their hard work and dedica-
tion so suitably rewarded.”

Windsor Port Authority’s Outreach Campaign with Olde Sand-
wich Towne consisted of a broad-based consultation program to
determine the needs and objectives of various community organiza-
tions and the public in general within the Sandwich Towne
Community.  The goal of these discussions was to identify very spe-
cific environmental, community and sponsorship activities which
would be appropriate for the Windsor Port Authority given its man-
date and financial resources. 

The activities undertaken to date include the following: creat-
ing over 1200 linear feet of new fish habitat in conjunction with two
of its major tenants (Sterling Fuels Limited and LafargeHolcim);
developing a derelict Port Authority dock into public space, includ-
ing green space and fishing pier and significant fish habitat (Queen’s
Dock); purchasing a large vacant lot adjacent to the Port Authority’s
offices on Sandwich Street to be developed as an “outdoor museum”
with green space, walking paths and story boards detailing the his-
tory of Olde Sandwich Towne and the Port; and making strategic
donations to the community to support causes including the
Brock/Tecumseh Statue, Hiram Walker Statue, Sandwich Towne
Festival, Santa Claus Parade, St. John’s Church Foodbank and the
Sandwich Teen Action Group and working with local youth groups
on numerous clean-up projects on vacant properties.
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Ocean carriers increasingly targeting better-paying
reefer containers
BY MIKE WACKETT

Container lines will  “accelerate their
assault” on the seaborne reefer market, but
their aspirations could result in equipment
shortages, according to Drewry.

In its latest edition of the Reefer Ship-
ping Market Review and Forecast, the
shipping consultant predicts that, by 2021,
the perishable reefer cargo modal split will
have increased to around 85 per cent car-
ried on containerships, compared with 79
per cent in 2016. Thus, Drewry estimates
that dedicated reefer vessels will see their
percentage of the market shrink from 21
per cent last year to 15 per cent by 2021
–  not least due to a continually reducing
global fleet.

The review also notes the recent coop-
eration between Seatrade, the world’s
largest specialized conventional reefer oper-
ator, and CMA CGM, which along with
French independent container line Marfret,
will launch a 13-vessel joint service next
month linking Australasia and French Poly-
nesia, with Europe and the U.S. east coast.
It is one of the first instances of cooperation
between the two sectors and Drewry
says “it remains to be seen whether this sets
a trend for the industry”.

Hitherto, specialist reefer carriers have
set their fast transit-no transhipment creden-
tials against the slow-steaming containerships
that frequently transship boxes and are
tagged with a reputation for tardy schedule
integrity. Nevertheless, the ultra-large con-
tainer vessels often have empty slots and can
offer shippers of reefer cargo substantial dis-
counts on quotes by specialist operators, as
has been the case with heavylift and project
cargo in the past few years.

And for the container lines, the big
attraction is the significant improvement in
freight rates they can command for reefer
traffic, compared with commoditized rates
for standard 20ft and 40ft boxes, under-
pinned by the much greater value of the
cargo.

Drewry highlights the resilience of the
reefer market to “adverse economic, com-
mercial and even climatic conditions”,
which it says has been evidenced again by
the increase in the perishable reefer trade
last year, which it forecast to grow further
this year. It recently included pharmaceuti-
cals, cut flowers and confectionery in its
reefer cargo calculations, which added
some 3.3 million tonnes of seaborne cargo
to its 2016 assessment. By 2021, it says,
seaborne reefer cargo will exceed 134 mil-
lion tonnes, increasing by an average of 2.8

per cent a year.
However, Drewry is warning of  a

potential lack of reefer equipment,
which  has  resulted in shortages in both
Europe and Brazil in the second quarter this
year, holding back growth in the sector for
the container carriers. It said: “Although
carrier consolidation may result in an
improvement in container utilisation and
efficiency, the lack of container equipment
orders placed in 2017 is a concern.”

The Loadstar recently reported that
Hapag-Lloyd had placed an order for 7,700
new reefer containers, of which 1,000 will
be equipped with “controlled atmosphere”
technology, which slows the ripening of
fruit and vegetables, enabling them to be
transported for longer periods.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

‘Active’ controlled atmosphere brings fresh technology
to the reefer
BY SAM WHELAN, ASIA CORRESPONDENT

Daikin Reefer has invented new “active” controlled atmosphere
(CA) technology it claims will revolutionize refrigerated shipping,
allowing container lines to launch a fresh charge against air freight in
the battle for perishable cargo.

According to Ah Huat Goh, General Manager, Global Marketing
and Service, reefer container department at Daikin, the technology rep-
resents a significant advancement over the “passive” solutions on the
market. “Active CA will open up more commodities to shipping lines

because it’s more reliable and can reduce oxygen more precisely than
passive technology,” he told The Coolstar.

He added: “Active CA helps prolong the shelf-life of produce such
as asparagus, avocados, lettuces, cherries and blueberries. As a result,
shipping lines will definitely be able to challenge airlines more for these
cargoes.” The technology is adapted from Daikin’s oxygen concentra-
tor, developed for use in the medical industry.

“Unlike passive CA, which relies on produce respiration, Daikin’s
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Active CA produces nitrogen-rich gas to the
reefer container, reducing oxygen density rap-
idly. This puts the fresh produce ‘to‘sleep’ in
a matter of a day or so, leading to longer shelf-
life. “In addition, produce loses water content
from respiring. Daikin Active CA quickly min-
imizes this loss,” claimed the company.

Mr. Goh added:  “We inject outside
humidity into the reefer container. This is
extremely important for fruits with a high
water content because when you have high
humidity you have a higher weight and better
quality, because it’s 95 per cent water, and the
freshness relies on humidity. “Of course, this
very much depends on outside humidity – if
it  is hot and humid outside you’re going to
inject more humidity; if outside is cold and
dry you inject less humidity. This is going to
be a game-changer for the industry.”

The company believes the potential for
new cargo routes and commodities will come
as a boon to shipping lines which have suf-
fered from low reefer freight rates in recent
years. However, there have been recent pre-
dictions that rates will rise due to a forecasted
shortage in the number of reefer units in oper-
ation.

Additionally, Mr. Goh believes the cur-
rent wave of industry consolidation among
carriers will also have positive impact on
reefer trades. “For too many years there was
very fierce competition driving rates down.

Shipping lines have gone out of business and
reefer trades have been affected too because
when they aren’t making money they’re
going to cut costs and this leads to reliability
issues, a poor product, and less investment
– it’s a vicious cycle.

“Over the past two years, with shipping
lines not making money, there’s been a big
freeze on new reefer container investment
and the containers have been getting older. In
fact I would say that 2016 was the worst year

for reefer manufacturers because it was the
lowest for new equipment investment.

“With consolidation we will see rates
stabilizing, which will help shipping compa-
nies to be profitable and make better
investments for the shipper. “We’re already
seeing it, reefer investment has shot up. Con-
solidation has stabilized things and everything
has started picking up,” added Mr. Goh.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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No box trade supply-demand balance until end 2019,
says Alphaliner
BY MIKE WACKETT

Recent forecasts from ocean carriers that a supply-demand
equilibrium will be reached next year are “optimistic”, says Alpha-
liner. It says newbuild deliveries with 1.6 million TEUs of cellular
capacity will aggravate a supply overhang that is expected to be
carried over from the fourth quarter of this year.

Alphaliner’s current idle containership survey records a two-
year low of 147 vessels, with a capacity of 275,897 TEUs in lay-up,
but it warned that the number would   soar in the final three
months of the year, with idle fleet capacity rising to 800,000 TEUs.
“The total global fleet will grow by over 300,000 TEUs over the
next three months from new vessel deliveries, even after adjusting
for projected vessel scrapping, and this will further add to the
supply side pressure,” said Alphaliner.

However, the current spike in steel prices – which saw recent
scrap sales reach more than $425 per LDT (compared with around
$350 at the end of July) could encourage more owners to dispose
of older vessels.

According to the latest data from London shipbroker Braemar
ACM, 16 container vessels have been sold for scrap in the past 30
days, bringing the total for the year to 131 for 380,000 TEUs, com-
pared with 119 vessels, 407,500 TEUs, by the same time in 2016.

Notwithstanding the temporary suspension of a number of
regular liner services for the winter slack season, containership bro-
kers are also reporting a flood of option declines for ad-hoc charter
vessels fixed for peak season overflows.

Alphaliner also suggests that the consequence of falling spot
rates from China, in seven out of the last eight weeks, may prompt
carriers into a more radical blanking programme to protect the
levels of Asia-Europe contract rates which will soon start to be
negotiated. And it attributed the blame for the spot rate erosion on
all trades from Asia during a traditional busy period to carriers rein-
troducing too much capacity in the peak season.

Alphaliner warned of “rate turbulence” in October  and said
the cancelled sailings to follow China’s Golden Week holiday, 1-7

October, would be “insufficient to counter the fall in demand”. It
said: “Deeper capacity cuts for the winter season will be required,
but carriers have so far chosen to slash rates instead.” According to
its calculations, and based on present levels of scrapping, Alpha-
liner estimates that demand will only catch up with supply in the
third quarter of 2019, bringing to an end a decade of overcapacity.
And even that may be short-lived, with a potential new wave of
newbuild orders  triggered by recent announcements by  CMA
CGM and MSC for new ultra-large container vessels stemmed for
delivery starting in the second half of 2019.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

NATIONAL SHIPPING COMPANY OF SAUDI ARABIA
VESSEL                   VOY      CLOSING            SAILING          SAILING           SAILING           SAILING
                                              TOR/MTL          HOUSTON      BALTIMORE       HALIFAX       SAINT JOHN

BAHRI JEDDAH      12         CLOSED              07-Nov              16-Nov                   –                        –
BAHRI YANBU        12          15-Dec               05-Dec              15-Dec                   –                   19-DEC
BAHRI JAZAN         14          12-Jan                02-Jan              12-Jan                   –                   16-JAN

DIRECT
Ro/Ro, B/Bulk & CNTR 
Service to:
Jeddah, Dammam, Dubai,
Karachi, Mumbai

LCL TO CUBA

SINCE
1951PROTOS SHIPPING LIMITED

Please visit our website at www.protos.ca for updated schedules & services

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO
TEL: (416) 621-4381
FAX: (416) 626-1311

MONTREAL
TEL: (514) 866-7799
FAX: (514) 866-7077

HALIFAX
TEL: (902) 421-1211
FAX: (902) 425-4336

VANCOUVER AGENT:
ACGI SHIPPING LTD.
TEL: (604) 683-4221
FAX: (604) 688-3401

CUBA
VESSEL                              VOY                       MTL/TOR.                            HALIFAX                           MARIEL                          VERACRUZ                        ALTAMIRA                   PROGRESSO

MACAO STRAIT             25                     03-NOV                        07-NOV                      12-NOV                       02-DEC                        04-DEC                    29-NOV
FRITZ REUTER               33                     14-NOV                        18-NOV                      23-NOV                       13-DEC                        15-DEC                     10-DEC
JONA                                1                     28-NOV                        02-DEC                       07-DEC                       27-DEC                        29-DEC                     24-DEC

General Cargo

Additional FCL Service to other Middle East destinations.
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Services & Global Destinations

VIA HALIFAX

ZCA Service
MEDITERRANEAN/INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Valencia – Tarragona – Mersin – Ashdod – Haifa –
Izmir/Aliaga – Piraeus – Barcelona

ZCI Service
ITALY / FRANCE
Salerno – Livorno –  La Spezia  – Genoa – Fos Sur Mer

ZCP Service
FAR EAST/CARIBBEAN/SOUTH AMERICA
Kingston – Qingdao – Ningbo – Shanghai – Pusan

VIA VANCOUVER

ZMP Service
Pusan – Qingdao – Shanghai –Ningbo – Da Chan Bay –
Port Klang

ZPN Service
Tokyo – Pusan – Kaohsiung  – Hong Kong – Yantian

Canadian
Offices

MONTREAL
Tel 844-454-5072
Fax 514-875-2746

TORONTO
Tel 416-703-7301
Fax 416-703-7310

HALIFAX
Tel 902-422-7447
Fax 902-429-1515

VANCOUVER
Tel 604-283-3957
Fax 604-693-0094

FIXED-DAY WEEKLY SAILINGS

Service from 
A to ZIM

Relief for carriers as decline in east-west container
rates finally bottoms out
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

Container freight rates on the main east-
west trade routes rebounded the last week of
October after nearly two months of continual
decline. Carriers had announced new freight
all kinds (FAK) prices  and general rate
increases (GRIs) to come into effect next
week. According to Shanghai Containerised
Freight Index (SCFI) of October 27, the spot
rate on the China-North Europe trade jumped
9.3 per cent, rising $63 to reach $744 per
TEU.

Meanwhile the growth on routes
between China and the U.S. was even more
pronounced, with the transpacific lane to the
U.S. west coast rising by 10.7 per cent to
finish the week at $1,512 per 40ft, and the
Asia-U.S. east coast route gaining 18.2 per
cent to break the $2,000 per 40-ft barrier and
finish at $2,075. The only east-west trade that
did not  enjoy  a  rebound was Asia-Mediter-
ranean; stagnant, with a 0.9 per cent decline
to $640 per TEU.

The increases will encourage carriers
worried by the continuing decline on the
routes, particularly Asia-North Europe, as they

ready themselves for  negotiations with cus-
tomers on annual contract rates. However,
there is lingering concern that rate levels are
still way below what they were this time last
year. According to Drewry’s World Container
Index, the Shanghai-Rotterdam rate is down 9
per cent, while Shanghai-Los Angeles and
Shanghai-New York rates are down 31 per
cent and 30 per cent respectively.

However, the final quarter of 2016 saw a
much-needed rate recovery after a ruinous
first nine months for carriers, whereas most of
2017 has seen the east-west trades in rude
health, evidenced by figures released by
OOCL. It said its third-quarter 2017 volumes
were 5 per cent up on  the same period last
year to reach just under 1.6 million TEUs
across all trades. Asia-Europe liftings increased
by 24.7 per cent to a shade under 300,000
TEUs, while its transpacific volumes increased
14.7 per cent to 475,000 TEUs. Total rev-
enue  was up  26.5 per cent to $1.45
billion.  However, the recent rate weakness
was explained by its loadable capacity increas-
ing by 9 per cent and its load factor being 3 per
cent lower. For the nine-month period ending
30 September, total volumes increased by 6.2
per cent year-on-year and revenue recorded a
19 per cent growth. OOCL’s overall average
revenue per TEU increased by 12.1 per cent
in the first nine months of the year.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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Hapag-Lloyd fleet ‘now complete’ as latest UASC
newbuild ULCV is delivered
BY MIKE WACKETT

Hapag-Lloyd has taken delivery of the
last of 17 ULCVs ordered by UASC in 2013
as “some of the greenest and largest con-
tainer vessels in the world”. The
15,000-TEU Al Jmeliyah was part of an
order of six 19,900 TEU and eleven
15,000-TEU ULCVs  from South Korean
shipyard Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries.
The $2 billion order was for the first “LNG-
ready” ULCVs, built to mitigate the-then
runaway cost of oil. However, oil prices sub-
sequently collapsed and the conversion to
LNG was no longer economically viable.

UASC claimed at the time that the
larger vessels would improve its competive-
ness on the Asia-Europe trade, and it could
boost its position in other key trades by
operating the smaller ULCVs on those
routes.

The ULCVs were a main attraction for
Hapag-Lloyd in its takeover of UASC, as the
German carrier’s largest vessels were only
13,000 TEUs and increasingly uncompeti-
tive on the Asia-Europe trade.

In a statement, Hapag-Lloyd’s Chief
Operating Officer, Anthony Firmin, said:
“With this newbuild, our fleet – one of the
youngest and most modern in the industry
with an average age of just 7.1 years – is
now complete. We have no plans to order
any more newbuilds in the foreseeable
future,” he added.

In addition to inheriting the ULCVs,
Hapag-Lloyd took over eight 6,920-TEU
vessels and ten 4,100 TEU panamax ships.

It has struggled to deploy the  latter within
its network and in September announced it
would  scrap three. The carrier said they
were sold on condition they were scrapped
at yards in China and Turkey “specially
equipped and certified for safe and environ-
mentally sound recycling”. It said this was a
continuation of its Ship Recycling Policy
which states that ships “must be recycled in
a safe and environmentally friendly
manner”.  Shipowners normally obtain less
from “middle-men” cash buyers if they stip-
ulate which breaker’s yard  is  to be used.
However, demand for steel scrap is cur-

rently high and the differential will have
been less than usual.

Meanwhile, Al Jmeliyah will be phased
into the FE4 Asia-North Europe service of
THE Alliance immediately. 

The integration of UASC into Hapag-
Lloyd has come at some considerable cost,
evidenced by the German carrier only just
scraping a profit in the second quarter and
remaining in deficit for the six-month
period.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Time is money: report shows carrier reliability leads to
higher profits
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

Reliability does positively impact container line profitability – at
least according to SeaIntel’s latest Sunday Spotlight. Recently, there
has been a belief that a carrier’s relative profitability was independ-
ent of its reliability relative to competitors.

To test this, SeaIntel calculated coefficients between profitabil-
ity and reliability across 14 quarters, using data from the
major carriers that publish financials on a quarterly basis. Analyzing
results from the first quarter of 2014 to the second quarter of 2017,
the report found only a 5.7 per cent probability that reliability and
profitability were not linked.

While the report found bias towards a positive correlation coef-
ficient, the data did not show precisely where the added profitability
stemmed from. SeaIntel Chief Executive Alan Murphy said prof-
itability could be the result of commercial upsides linked to higher
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Don’t believe the hype - there is a long way to go
before digitization revolutionizes container shipping,
says Alphaliner
BY GAVIN VAN MARLE

rates or customer loyalty. “But it could also stem from lower opera-
tional costs as more reliable services lead to less exception
handling,” said Mr. Murphy. “And it should be noted that correlation
does not imply causality, and what we may be witnessing is in fact
the reverse: that more-profitable carriers are more likely to be on
time.”

Meanwhile, one  industry veteran who did not want to be
named said that, in his view, “the jury was still out” on a link
between the two. He noted that some of the least-profitable carriers
were consistently scoring high marks on schedule integrity and, con-
versely, the most successful carriers did not necessarily have good
on-time records. He said: “In my view, it has more to do with the
financial stability of a carrier. Since the collapse of Hanjin last year,
shippers are checking out their P&L accounts before they look at
schedule reliability.”

Although the result may strike many as obvious, the link
between reliability and profitability has not always been clear. In
2011, Maersk Line launched its Daily Maersk service, a premium
product intended to provide guaranteed delivery times in exchange
for higher rates. At the time of the service’s cancellation, the carrier’s
Chief Executive Soren Skou was reported to have admitted
that Daily Maersk had not been a “roaring success”.

The service used 70 vessels and operated between Ningbo,
Shanghai, Yantian, and Tanjung Pelepas, and called at Felixstowe,
Rotterdam, and Bremerhaven. However, following a four-year stint,
the service was scrapped, with the carrier citing of lack of willing-
ness among customers to pay the higher rates, despite achieving 95
per cent on-time delivery.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

Predictions that the current crop of dis-
ruptive digital start-ups will revolutionize
container shipping has been disputed by a
leading liner analyst. Alphaliner suggested
that, despite the considerable hype and
hundreds of millions of dollars raised by
freight and logistics start-ups in Silicon
Valley and elsewhere,  evidence suggests
that the container shipping industry is pecu-
liarly resistant to being radically
transformed.

“Since the first generation of shipping
portals was launched in 2000, the container
shipping market has not seen any transfor-
mative change in the way business is
conducted,” it said. “The three main multi-
carrier shipping platforms, INTTRA, GT
Nexus and CargoSmart, provide only basic
software service solutions to handle cargo
bookings, shipping instructions, track and
trace and exception management and
reporting.” It added that attempts by carri-
ers to create freight e-commerce platforms

and marketplaces had “flopped”, while the
partnership between Chinese e-commerce
platform Alibaba with a number of carriers
since last year “have generated very little
volumes, despite the initial fanfare”. And a
logistics cooperation with China Shipping
was launched in 2014, but was  “silent
within its first year”.

Alphaliner further argued that the
award of an NVOCC licence to Amazon to
book freight on the China-U.S. transpacific
route triggered “a stream of speculations on
how Amazon could potentially revolution-
ize the shipping industry”. But, it said:
“More than a year after Amazon’s entry, its
actual shipping volumes remain very small
and the company has failed to produce any
disruptive breakthroughs in the shipping
market.” However, investors and tech ana-
lysts alike have put their money behind a
slew of projects, while bankers have eagerly
arranged huge loans for would-be acquirers
to consolidate their position in the sector.

Alphaliner calculates that since 2010
container shipping-related start-ups have
raised over $500 million from investors,
including an increasingly familiar line-up of
names – Flexport, Freightos, Haven, iCon-
tainers. Xeneta, NYSHEX, Clearmetal,
Kontainers, Traxens and Cargobase among
them – “while transactions involving ship-
ping-related technology buy-outs have
exceeded $1 billion, led by Infor’s acquisi-
tion of GT Nexus in 2015, which valued
the company at $675 million”.

However, it also argued that none of
these start-ups, while much better funded
than tech companies from the previous two
decades, were able properly to meet  the
challenges that the face the industry as a
whole. “Each of these new initiatives
addresses specific challenges in the supply
chain, but overall they remain fragmented
and lack the ability to integrate all relevant
processes. “Even within their individual
focus markets, actual demand appears to be
overstated, and the industry’s poor track
record of embracing change could undo
most of the promised benefits these new
digital initiatives are supposed to deliver.”

Alphaliner added: “There is a need to
avoid the hype that some of these new tech-
nology providers for container shipping are
trying to advance and examine more closely
the practical challenges they will inevitably
face.” However, Alphaliner editor Tan Hua
Joo told The Loadstar that  his argument
was  less about the potential of  technology,
but the way it had been  portrayed in the
media and marketed elsewhere. “My inten-
tion was not to put down the efforts of those
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involved nor to conclude that technology cannot revolutionise the
industry, but more to temper the hype and unrealistic narratives on
the subject of digitization in the general shipping media,” he said.

The future of container shipping has become hotly debated at
industry events and in publications such as The Loadstar, and insid-
ers say what the Alphaliner analysis fails to appreciate is that “the
history of social and commercial revolutions rarely take place as a
result of one specific initiative or incident, but more often due to a
‘paradigm shift’ as described by philosopher Thomas Kuhn“. And if
container shipping were to change in this way, it is the glaring inef-
ficiencies inherent in the industry that will force that change, even
if it is in incremental steps, because there are simply so many cost
savings that could be achieved by automating a host of processes, it
has been argued.

But Alphaliner countered: “About half of all bookings for con-

tainer shipments continue to be made manually, while up to a third
of shipping invoices are reported to contain errors, despite the intro-
duction of e-commerce capabilities by shipping lines more than 15
years ago.”

Indeed, a  white paper by SWG, which has created a freight
audit platform for shippers and forwarders, finds that just 17 per
cent of invoices issued in the freight industry are correct, with the
remaining 83 per cent of inaccurate invoices resulting in the over-
charging of freight costs by 2-6 per cent. SWG founder Steve Walker
said: “I really do think that away from the headlines there is a lot of
work going on to improve the industry through introducing auto-
mated processes – but it is also the case that anyone who thinks
they have split the freight atom is clearly misguided.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

China crackdown on quality of waste imports a blow to
recycling sector
BY MIKE WACKETT

China’s Ministry of Environmental
Protection (MEP) has rejected claims that
the government’s radical steps to cut pollu-
tion, including closing factories and
banning the import of certain grades of plas-
tic and paper scrap will push up prices. At a
summit meeting of the MEP in late Septem-
ber, Cui Shuhong, Director of
Environmental Impact Assessments, dis-
missed claims that China’s tougher
pollution controls would harm economic
growth.

It followed claims by German auto
engineering group Scheaffler that the clo-
sure of its Shanghai supplier could cost its
industry some $45 billion. Mr. Shuhong
said  supply and demand were “still the
main factors that dictate market prices”,
adding that to blame increased product
prices on environmental protection meas-
ures “only rattles the market”.

Nevertheless, maritime consultant
Drewry attributed the weaker-than-
expected cargo demand prior to the
Chinese holiday this week to “massive clo-
sures” of factories by the authorities.

Neil Dekker, Director of Research,
Container at Drewry, told The Loadstar he
believed the closure of polluting factories in
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangdong since the
beginning of August were a key reason for
the demand blip. The Loadstar reported
earlier that container lines had begun to
alert customers to the stricter import con-
trols on waste paper and plastics.

A report in the New York Times
referred to a “crisis” for China’s recycling
paper mills, caused by the blockage in regu-
lar supplies, which in turn is giving cause
for concern to manufacturers facing dwin-
dling stocks of packaging. One carrier The
Loadstar contacted said it was  “assessing

the implications” of the Chinese restric-
tions, while others, such as Hapag-Lloyd,
have provided links to the MEP index of
import bans on waste products.

Meanwhile, the Recycling Association,
which represents more than 80 UK-based
recycling organizations producing over 2
million tonnes a year, has called on the UK
government to intervene, via a “high level
of diplomacy”, on the relatively short notice
ban on certain products. Association Presi-
dent Adrian Jackson said: “This action by
the Chinese government seems draconian
and against the spirit of international trade,
especially as many companies, including
our members, have worked hard to improve
quality.”

However, the general view of the recy-
cling industry appears to be that it is a

“delicate situation” and that there is a need
to improve the quality of scrap being
exported. Nottingham-based Mark Lyndon
Paper Enterprises, which exports some
5,000 40-ft containers of material a month
to China and Vietnam, said it “fully recog-
nised the need to export a product to a high
standard of quality”. Managing Director
Colin Clarke said: “While we are still on a
journey, we are aware that there is a need
to get quality right, as quality is paramount
for the export market.”

One contact who did not want to be
named said the new restrictions in China
would mean several supermarkets that sup-
plied the waste would in future have to take
“greater care in collecting the material”.

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar
(www.theloadstar.co.uk)
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More automotive shippers board expanding K+N Asia-
Europe rail services
BY ALEXANDER WHITEMAN

Growing demand from automotive shippers has led Kuehne +
Nagel to expand its Asia-Europe rail service  into Japan and South
Korea. The move comes six months after the launch of the Asia-
Europe rail connection, which a spokesperson told The Loadstar
was showing “reasonable upward growth” in volumes. “Our auto-
motive customers in Japan and South Korea asked us to expand the
service to them,” said the spokesperson.

“This is the first rail service to offer shipments from Japan,
South Korea and South-east Asian countries into Europe using
shortsea services, and the first to offer LCL between China and
Russia.” The service will link more than 50 collection points in
China to 20 destinations in Russia, with an estimated transit time of
24 days – “roughly half the time it takes by sea”.

The spokesperson said while the service was currently focused
on general cargo, shippers had been asking about using it for dan-
gerous goods. “From Japan, on the shortsea side this is not a
problem, but due to the incident in Tianjin, transiting dangerous
goods by rail in China is prohibited,” she said.

“There is also the possibility to use rail for reefer services, but
this creates  problems with both GDP compliance and EU/Russia
sanctions, which prevent fresh products moving between the two
states.”

However, with the evolution of rail freight across Asia and
Europe, the spokesperson said K+N had been pushing rail operators
to improve standards. “As well as needing to gain GDP compliance,
rail operators are offline, compared with sea freight, when it comes
to technology,” she continued. “This is also something we are look-
ing to change and will continue to push them towards a greater
technological acceptance. “In the meantime, air freight remains the
best for perishable services.”

Additionally, K+N will operate weekly departures from
Changchun – a region of northern China with a strong automotive
industry – to Hamburg on a 16-18 day terminal-to-terminal transit.
The forwarder has also claimed a first with a service connecting
China to Finland, with an approximate transit time of 14-days.

Board member Otto Schacht described the KN Eurasia Express
service as a “success story”, providing faster transit times than sea
freight at “a much lower” price than air freight. He said: “The
expanded service includes [major] commercial centres… and with
shipments to Russia, we’re connecting two of the world’s largest
economies.  With all shipments via KN Eurasia Express, our cus-
tomers benefit from fully transparent information about the status of
their deliveries, thanks to our KN Login information platform.”

In terms of further expanding the service, the spokesperson
said there was “definite” potential to develop a dangerous goods
service if the prohibition in China were to be lifted. “We also see the
Polish border as something of a bottleneck, so are looking to route
trains in such a way as to avoid it,” she added. “This may include
direct services into Finland and services into Estonia, which will
benefit shippers across the Nordics and the Baltics.”

Reprinted courtesy of The Loadstar (www.theloadstar.co.uk)

CARIBBEAN, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
LCL OCEAN & AIR CARGO

Tel.: (514) 636-6333
www cargosdi.ca

Fax.: (514) 636-5783
E-mail: info@cargosdi.ca
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November 14-16
13TH ANNUAL HWY H2O CONFERENCE
Hilton Toronto Airport Hotel & Suites
Contact: 905-641-1932, Ext. 5377, Kelly DiPardo
kdipardo@seaway.ca
www.hwyh2o-conferences.com

November 23
MISSION TO SEAFARERS SOUTHERN ONTARIO
Fourth Annual “Haul Out”
Mimico Cruising Club, South Etobicoke, Ontario
Contact: 647-295-3219, Rev. Judith Alltree
glutenfreepriest@gmail.com
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Singapore
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Marriott Halifax Harbourfront, Halifax, NS
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Call today. Gain the CN advantage.  1-888-668-4626   www.cn.ca/cdns       @CNRailway

CONNECTING 
THE DOTS  
Prince Rupert and Vancouver, our 
West Coast port gateways, offer the 
fastest transit times to/from Asia, 
and connect with our expansive 
North American rail network - giving 
a true competitive supply chain 
advantage to our customers. 


